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 EDITOR’S PROFILE of this issue 
from a historical perspective …  

with Paul Wesling, SF Bay Area Council GRID editor (2004‐2014) 
 
April 15, 1962: 
Cover: Shown is one of the first integrated circuits, from Sylvania – a three‐

input NAND gate, implemented in diode‐transistor logic (DTL); the 
schematic is shown in the lower‐left figure.  This was in the days of bipolar 
logic, when device geometries were easy to see under the microscope, 
with their lovely pastel colors resulting from the varying thicknesses of 
the oxide layers.  I saw many TTL circuits as a components evaluation 
engineer at Lenkurt Electric in my first job.  But then, in the ‘70’s, much of 
the technology changed over to CMOS, and device geometries scaled 
down to the micrometer level (Moore’s Law), so tracing the circuit was no 
longer possible. 

p. 7: Edward Teller, “father of the H‐bomb”, is the keynote speaker at the 
Spring Joint Computer Conference in S.F.; he talks on “How to Educate a 
Machine”.  His photo is on page 9.  On Thursday, the spouses take a bus 
ride down Skyline Drive to visit the village of Saratoga (my town) for wine‐
tasting at the Paul Masson Vinyards, then a visit to their champagne 
cellars.  On the drive back, they visit Sunset Magazine’s gardens and test 
kitchens in Menlo Park (page 9). 

p. 8: Prof. Alan Waterman of Stanford is nominated for Section Secretary; he 
was my undergraduate advisor.  I wasn’t allowed to go to his office at the 
Applied Engineering Lab (AEL) on campus because it was classified and 
secured; I met with him in the downstairs lobby. 

p. 14: WOW!  You can see the future starting to come into focus.  Doug Engelbart of the Stanford Research Institute (who 
developed the mouse, graphical user interface, networking; gave “The Mother of All Demos” at the FJCC later in the 
decade) heads up a session that includes Fred Brooks of IBM (360; wrote “The Mythical Man‐Month”) and J C R (“Lick”) 
Lickliter of BBN (Bolt Beranek and Newman, which made the first Interface Message Processor for UCLA and Stanford nodes 
for testing TCP/IP developed by Vint Cerf, Stanford grad).  Lickliter, who begins working as director of (D)ARPA in 1963, is 
the father of the ARPAnet, precursor to the Internet.  In theory, with BBN an offspring of MIT, and working with Ken Olsen 
of DEC, the Internet should have been invented in Boston.  But John McCarthy (AI, Lisp) left for Stanford, and 
entrepreneurship continued to develop faster in the west. 

p. 20: Also at the SJCC, Erich Bloch is a panelist in a session on Computer Systems.  He manages IBM’s 7030 and System 360 
development, then goes on to direct the National Science Foundation.  In 1985, he and Fred Brooks (above) are awarded 
the National Medal of Technology and Innovation by US President Reagan.  He received the IEEE Computer Society’s 
Computer Pioneer Award in 1993. 
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ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS

Interview Employers in
San Francisco Career Center,

May 1-3
DEL WEBB’S TOWNEHOUSE (MARKET AT 8TH). REGISTER BY PHONE.

REGISTER IN ADVANCE BY PHONE

CAREER I®

april 296?2 — grid

CENTER

This Career Center gives you a unique opportunity 
to talk with employers’ representatives who have come 
to your home territory from all over the country. 
Best of all, you will probably meet their top-ranking 
executives. These men will be in town for the meet
ing of the Spring Joint Computer Conference.

Career Centers are a <_ ... ______
Publishers of "Career: for the College Man” and

Vocational Information Agency 
Sponsors Are Equal Opportunity Employers 

service of Careers Incorporated, 770 Lexington Avenue, New York 21, N. Y. 
•r the College Man” and "Career: for the Experienced Engineer and Scientist.”

I

Now—your qualifications and aspirations can be 
placed in the hands of many employers simultane
ously. These employers are gathering under one roof 
at one time—sponsoring this Career Center—for the 
express purpose of interviewing and hiring engineers 
and scientists.

All you do is make one phone call to the Career 
Center. Our operators will transcribe your career quali
fications, process them—without your identity— 
to all employers before interviews begin May 1st. 
Then we call you as we receive interview requests. 
You need only come to the 
Career Center when you have 
scheduled interviews. However, 
you are invited to review employ
ers' brochures, films and job 
openings at the Career Center 
any time, May 1-3.

Professional placement spe
cialists are on hand to help 
engineers and scientists with 
particular specialties. The indi
vidual’s own desires and inter
ests are their main concern. 
Your name is revealed only to 
those you wish; you talk only 
with the employers you select. 
No registration or placement 
fees of any kind are charged.

By registering in advance by phone, you will have 
your qualifications ready for study by all employers 

i .. when they arrive in San Fran
cisco on Monday, April 30th. 
Beginning that evening we 
will call you at home to report 
the names of employers who 
have requested interviews with 
you. Call San Francisco informa
tion after April 15th for the 
special telephone number of 
"CAREER CENTER (Vocational 
Information Agency).”

Interviewing days are Tuesday 
through Thursday, May 1-3. 
Even if you cannot be in San 
Francisco during this period, 
you may still register, and all 
interview requests received will 
be forwarded to you by mail after 
this Career Center closes.

SHOULD YOU REGISTER 
AT THIS CAREER CENTER?

As an engineer or scientist, you 
know your talents are in great 
demand. You should register at this 
Career Center if . . .

. . . you have at least a bache
lor’s degree in engineering or 
science from an accredited 
institution.

. . . your present job has reached 
a dead end and you want to 
explore other opportunities.

. . . you are looking for a new 
challenge, but must keep 
your search confidential.

. . . you want to compare your 
present job with others in 
the field.

. . . you are considering a com
plete change of field and 
wonder if your qualifications 
will be of interest to employ
ers in that new field.

Virtually all Career Center employ
ers are seeking to fill positions in 
research, design and development. 
Of particular interest are men in 
the fields of physics, chemistry, 
electronics, mathematics, aeronau
tics and mechanical engineering.

FUTURE CAREER CENTERS: Career Centers will be 
held in Los Angeles, April 26-28 and in Seattle, May 5-7. 
Employers and applicants can write to the New York 
office of Careers Incorporated for details on these and 
other centers which have now been scheduled for 
practically all major metropolitan areas during the 
next 120 days.
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available equipment and instrumentation, to
gether with a photograph of a setup incorporat
ing the instruments.

Typical of the information in the catalog are 
discussions of swept frequency measuring tech
niques, methods for measuring SWR, and meas
urement of frequency, impedance, attenuation, 
power and noise figure.

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
Sales and service representatives in all 
principal United States areas; Europe, 
Hewlett-Packard S.A., Rue du Vieux Bil- 
lard No. 1, Geneva; Canada, Hewlett- 
Packard (Canada) Ltd., 8270 Mayrand 
Street, Montreal.

This new ($) Microwave Catalog gives you a 
complete listing of Hewlett-Packard’s full-range 
tested microwave instrumentation, together with 
helpful descriptions of various microwave meas
urement techniques. The information and the 
instrumentation are fully indexed, with instru
ments and equipment listed by frequency bands. 
Just find the frequency ranges in which you are 
interested . . . and you have basic specs on all

Instruments, specs listed by 
frequency band!
Typical bench setups pictured 
Microwave techniques authoritatively 
detailed

april 15, 1962

| Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Rd., Dept. A, Palo Alto, California:

| Please send new Microwave Catalog to:

Name-------------------

Company-------------  

Street-------------------

City----------------------

Zone State.
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Yau ^aIdpap^^g^^^n^ne2^ng of the FLUKE MODEL 825A 
spanning seven years and 15,000 differential voltmeterFhave 
helped create the most versatile and reliable instrument of this 
type ever offered.
Beginning with an overall accuracy of ±0.025%, this advanced 
model features these significant advantages: recorder output — 
no zero controls — taut band meter suspension — flow soldered 
glass epoxy printed circuit boards.
To fully utilize the inherent advantages of high accuracy differ
ential voltage measurements, Fluke Model 825A provides two 
major features not found in other instruments:
1. Infinite input impedance at null from 0 to plus or minus 500 
VDC; this feature is extremely important since all voltages to be 
measured have significant source resistance. With the Model 825A 
operated at null, there will be no measurement errors due to cir
cuit loading. The majority of other voltmeters provide a maxi
mum of 10 megohms input impedance. Should the unknown 
voltage have a source resistance in the order of 5000 ohms, the 
measurement error due to source loading only will be at least 
0.05% and does not include the basic error specification of the 
voltmeter itself.

2. Polarity reversing switch: A feature that enables you to 
ure either positive or negative voltages with equal ease. T'-'-f) 
not merely a polarity reversal of front panel binding posts—■ 
rather the internal 500 V reference supply is made either pr-' 
tive or negative with the front panel switch. This effectively fr‘\ 
vides you with tivo voltmeters for the price of one.

PARTIAL B25A SPECIFICATIONS
OVERALL ACCURACY:..................................................................zO.fc-'\

MAXIMUM FULL SCALE NULL METER SENSITIVITY:
MAXIMUM NULL METER RESOLUTION : . . . .
STABILITY OF REFERENCE SUPPLY: ±0.005% per hour a'-- 

warmup or ±0.005% for ±10% line voltage chair- 
reference element: . Standard cell (zener diode option 
input voltage: . . 117/234 VAC ±10% from 50 to

Write, wire or phone for short form catalog F-162 

John Fluke Mfg. IflukeII instruments^ 
Company, Inc. 1 ■ p 1
Seattle 33, Wash.
Box 7428 PR. 6-1171
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Enlarged 133 diameters, the main il
lustration shows a new solid-state logic 
element developed by Signetics Cor
poration of Sunnyvale. For circuit chas
ers, the schematic details are included

Published twice a
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STREET, NEW YORK 21

ADVERTISING MANAGER
James D. Warnock, Section Office, 
Suite 2210, Whelan Bldg., 701 Welch 
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Jack Rider, Pugh & Rider Associates, 
1709 W 8th St., Los Angeles 17, 
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Secretary (absent on leave)—Charles Siisskind
Cory Hall, University of California, Berkeley 4
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. . 7

. . 9

. . 8

. 10, 12

below Unit is a nand gate supplied 
either in a conventional welded pack
age or a modular planar configuration 
for high-density packaging.



MEETING CALENDAR
• Thursday, Apr. 26

O Tuesday, June 12’

PROFESSIONAL GROUPS

O Tuesday, Apr. 178:00 P.M.

reporters

o Tuesday, Apr. 248:00 P.M.

O Thursday, May 108:00 P.M.

• Wednesday, Apr. 258:00 P.M.

• Wednesday, May 238:00 P.M.

D
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SAN FRANCISCO SECTION
Annual meeting—details to be announced
* Note change of date

SAN FRANCISCO SECTION 8:oo p.m.
Forum: "Proposed AIEE/IRE Consolidation" 
Place: Physics Lecture Hall, Stanford University

Bio-Medical Electronics
"Experimental Biology in Space"
Speaker: Dr. Richard S. Young, Ames Research Center, Mountain View
Place: Room M-l 12, Medical School Building, Palo Alto-Stanford University

Medical Center
Dinner: 6:00 P.M., Red Cottage Restaurant, 1706 El Camino, Menlo Park
Reservations: Ken Gardiner, DA 6-6200, Ext. 2659, by April 16

"List Processing and Practical Problems"
Speaker: J. Weizenbaum, manager, computer organization unit, G.E.

Computer Laboratory
Place: Lockheed Auditorium, 3251 Hanover Street, Palo Alto
Dinner: 6:00 P.M., the Red Shack Hofbrau, 4085 El Camino Way, Palo Alto 
Reservations: None required

Information Theory
"Mind, Machine, and Soul"
Speaker: Dr. Louis Fein, consultant
Place: Talisman Room, Caravan Inn, 4375 El Camino Real, Mountain View
Dinner: 6.00 P.M., Talisman Room, Caravan Inn
Reservations: Mrs. Beryl Lelo, DA 6-6200, Ext. 2944

Instrumentation
Lecture No. 3
"Storage: Processing and Printout"
Speakers: Robert N. Flanders, Dymec, and Douglas Wilcox, Precision In

struments
Place: Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto (main lobby)
Meet-the-Speaker Dinner: 6:00 P.M., L'Omelette Restaurant, 4170 El Ca

mino Real, Palo Alto
Reservations: None required

Instrumentation
Lecture No. 2
"Analog-Digital System Elements"
Speakers: William Gross, Dymec, and Terry Thayer, Lockheed
Place: Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto (main lobby)
Meet-the-Speaker Dinner: 6:00 P.M., L'Omelette Restaurant, 4170 El Ca

mino Real, Palo Alto
Reservations: None required

Broadcasting 6.30 P.M. o Tuesday, May 1
Report and inspection tour of common TV transmitter site and tower of 

KCRA-TV, KXTV, and KOVR
Place: Tony's, one block from bridge, Walnut Grove. Highway 24 south 

from Sacramento or north from Oakland and Rio Vista to foot of Sac
ramento River Levee. (I1/? hr from S.F.)

Dinner: 6:30 P.M. (Cocktails 6:00 P.M.), Tony's ($4.50)
Reservations: James Gabbert, KL 2-1013; Paul Gregg, LY 3-0800;

Granberry, EM 8-4681, by April 26

M. JEFFERS, SYL-

EBSS: JAMES B. WRIGHT, SANDIA 
CORPORATION

PGA: STANLEY OLESON, STANFORD 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE

PGAP RAYMOND D. EGAN, GRANGER 
ASSOCIATES, PALO ALTO

PGB JAMES GABBERT, KPEN-FM, SAN 
FRANCISCO

PGBME: JAMES BLISS, STANFORD RE
SEARCH INSTITUTE

PGCS; OWEN E. THOMPSON, SECODE 
CORPORATION

PGCT: R. C. KIESSLING, in LABORA
TORIES

PGEC: DONALD L. EPLEY, ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERING DEPT , STANFORD

PGED: WILLIAM E. WATERS, MICRO- 
WAVE ELECTRONICS CORP , PALO 
ALTO

PGEM: LEONARD
VANIA EDL

PGEWS; DOUGLAS DUPEN, ASSOCI
ATED TECHDATA, INC., PALO ALTO

PGI: MALCOLM McWHORTER, STAN
FORD ELECTRONICS LABORATORIES

PGIT: BERNARD ELSPAS, STANFORD 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE

PGMIL: J. WETTSTEIN, LOCKHEED
PGMTT: P. H. VARTANIAN, JR.,

MELABS
PGPEP: HARMON R. TRAVER, 

HEWLETT-PACKARD CO.

PGRFI: RICHARD STONE, G.E. MICRO
WAVE, PALO ALTO

PGRQC: R. OWEN HOLBROOK, ARINC 
RESEARCH CORP.

PGSET: DONALD E. WILLOUGHBY, 
PHILCO WDL

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA: 
ANGELAKOS, CORY HALL

HISTORIAN: WILLIAM R PATTON, 
VARIAN ASSOCIATES, PALO ALTO 

production staff
ASSOCIATE EDITOR: MARY HAYLOCK 
EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS:

EMMA SCARLOTT, MARJORIE SILVA

SAN FRANCISCO SECTION 8:00 P.M. ® Friday, May 11
(Joint with PGRQC, USNPGS Student Branch, see below)



MEETING CALENDAR
Wed., Thurs., Apr. 18, 19

• Tuesday, May 17:30 P.M.

• Tuesday, Apr. 248:00 P.M.

O Tuesday, Apr. 247.00 P.M.

Fri., Sat., May 11,12
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Reliability & Quality Control
Third Annual Bay Area Reliability Seminar
Seminar: "Today's Reliability Challenge"
Program: See page 7
Place: U. S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey

april 15, 1962

computer

of the conference is the 
Federation of Information 
Societies (whose members

co

Military Electronics 7:30 p.m.
(Joint meeting with all professional societies)

Research for the Space Age"
Speaker: Lt. Col. Paul L. Maret, Washington office, Air Force Systems Com

mand Headquarters
Place: Foothill College Auditorium, El Monte Avenue, Los Altos 
Registration: 7:00 P.M.
Reservations: Secret clearance must be established with Major Herman H. 

Teifeld, director, Scientific & Technical Liaison Office, Air Force Systems 
Command, 1 176 Los Altos Ave., Los Altos, WH 8-1434. Forms for estab
lishment of six-month clearance are available at the Section office.

Dinner meeting has been cancelled

Military Electronics
Topic and speaker to be announced
Place: Lockheed Auditorium, 3251 Hanover Street, Palo Alto
Dinner: 6:00 P.M., The Red Shack Hofbrau, 4085 El Camino Way, Palo Alto 
Reservations: None required

Radio Frequency Interference
Business meeting—Nomination of officers
Place- Conference Room B, Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Road, 

Palo Alto

Space Electronics & Telemetry 8:00 p.m. • Tuesday, Apr. 17
"Traveling-Wave-Tube Developments and Their Role in Space Communi

cations"
Speaker-. Dr. L. A. Roberts, Watkins-Johnson Co.
Place: Lockheed Auditorium, 3251 Hanover Street, Palo Alto
Dinner: 6:30 P.M., The Old Plantation, 1030 N. San Antonio Rd., Los Altos* 
Reservations: Cynthia Chaney, DA 6-4350, Ext. 5065 
‘Note change of location

Product Engineering & Production
Panel Discussion: "Packaging"
Panelists: Bronson Baker, Lockheed; R. Brockmonte, Brockmonte Co.; and 

Harry Wood, Hewlett-Packard Co.
Place.- Beckman/Spinco Division, 1117 California Avenue, Palo Alto

Reliability & Quality Control 8:00 p.m. o Friday, May n
(Joint with San Francisco Section and Student Branch U. S. Naval Post

graduate School)
Dinner Meeting
Speaker-. Dr. Royal Weller, director of engineering, space-systems division, 

Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Sunnyvale, Calif.
Place: Officers' Club, U. S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif.
Cocktails: 6.-30 P.M. Dinner 8:00 P.M. prime ribs or lobster, $3.50 in adv.
Reservations: J. M. Aiderman, Arinc Research, 467 Hamilton Ave., Palo 

Alto, DA 1-0390

Reliability & Quality Control 8:00 p.m. ® Wednesday, Apr. 18
"Should Reliability Be a Part of the Engineering Curricula?"
Moderator: J. Hall, IBM
Panelists: Dr. B. Epstein, consultant; P. W. O'Green, director of space pro

grams, Lockheed; and Cmdr. R. Smiley, USN
Place: Room 101, Physics Lecture Hall, Stanford University
Dinner: 6:30 P.M., Chez Yvonne, 1854 El Camino Real, Mountain View

spring joint 
conference

MM FLOWERING
Two world figures in science and 

computer technology will be featured 
speakers at the 1962 Spring Joint Com
puter Conference in San Francisco on 
May 1-3.

Delivering the keynote address at 
the opening session will be Dr. Edward 
Teller, professor of physics at large, 
University of California at Berkeley. Al
ways a diverting and inspiring speaker, 
Teller has chosen to discuss "How to 
Educate a Machine!"

The only dining affair will be a lunch
eon on Wednesday, May 2, which will 
be addressed by Prof. Adriaan van 
Wijngaarden of the Mathematisch Cen
trum at Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
A leading spokesman for computer de
velopment in Europe, Wijngaarden is 
currently a visiting professor at the 
University of California, Berkeley.

All technical sessions of the confer
ence will be held at the Fairmont Hotel 
on Nob Hill. A special education pro
gram, designed to acquaint users of 
computers, will be held during the three 
days at the Mark Hopkins Hotel, adja
cent to the Fairmont. This program was 
described in the April 1 issue of the 
Grid.

Sponsor 
American 
Processing 
are ACM, AIEE, and IRE), with the 
operation of Simulation Councils, Inc.

Appearing with remarks at the open
ing session will be George A. Barnard 
of Philco, general chairman of the con
ference; Dr. Willis H. Ware of Rand 
Corp., chairman of the governing board 
of the sponsoring organization; and Dr. 
Richard I. Tanaka of Lockheed Missiles 
& Space Co. technical program.

(Continued on page S)
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George A. Barnard 
General chairman

Hewitt D. Crane 
Vice chairman

Richard I. Tanaka
Chairman, technical program

Morris,- and John V. N. Granger.
As provided in the Bylaws, additional 

nominations are hereby invited.
Section members will receive their

ballots early in May. These should be 
completed and returned promptly to 
permit the tellers to complete their work 
in time for the annual meeting.

THE SLATE
This slate has been proposed by the 

Section nominating committee consist
ing of Donald A. Dunn, chairman, A. J.

april 15, 1962

  affairs

Concerning the Technical Program

Dr. Tanaka has issued the following 
comment on the general character of 
the technical program:

"Perhaps the predominant aspect is 
the diversity of topics now pertinent to 
computer technology They range from 
papers reporting basic technological de 
velopments to applications in business 
system-planning and to modeling of 
biological processes.

"Distinctive areas of specialized in
terest are difficult to define, and the

computer field itself seems to be de
veloping into an interdisciplinary topic, 
encompassing not only the physical sci
ences but extending into such fields as 
sociology, medicine, psychology and so 
forth. Our program does not represent 
all of these areas, but it does reflect 
much of the breadth of interest now ap 
propriate."

Thirty-three formal papers have been 
scheduled for the technical program, 
with a special session on "World Peace 
and the Role of Computers" being set 
for the afternoon of Thursday, May 3 
Political scientists, behavioral scientists

and computer engineers will appear on 
a panel to be moderated by Louis Fein, 
Palo Alto consultant.

Women who will be in San Francisco 
while their menfolk are engaged in the 
conference can expect a round of pleas
ant diversions arranged by the distaff 
side of the conference planners.

A quartet of young ladies associated 
with the San Francisco offices of Inter
national Business Machines Corp, has 
come up with a ladies' program that 
will sample a number of the prime cul
tural and scenic attractions of San Fran
cisco and its Peninsula.

A A AS, Sigma Xi, research laboratories: MIT vision; Sylvania EDL: Mel- 
Fellowship. aH> co-founder, president.

Peter D. Lacy Charles Susskind
—for Chairman —for Vice Chairman

Vice president and director Associate professor, electri- Associate profes 
of engineering, 
Co., Palo Alto.

H Richard Johnson Jack L. Melchor
—for Treasurer —for Treasurer

of elec- Vice president, Watkins- President, HP Associates.

,— -  - „ .... -  ' IRE.
Stanford microwave labora- Stanford, research associate University, AB physics; Cal PhD physics, 1952. Lecttir- mine countermeasures ph}-

•2 lab- Tech, BS meteorology; Har- er i ' ' „  " ° n. I!. n‘
di rec- vard University, AM and Stanford. Lecturer in engi- low in high-poly i

UCLA; I

Alan T. Waterman, Jr. 
—for Secretary

...  - ,.. ... , r. ...ssor C, ---- . ... r--------- , . ...
Wiltron cal engineering department, trical engineering, Stanford Johnson Co.. Palo Alto. Palo Alto. Senior Member

  Senior University of California. University; associate direc- Fellow IRE. Cornell Uni- IRE. University of North
Member IRE. University of Senior Member IRE. Cal tor, systems-technique lab- versity, BSEE with Distinc- Carolina, BS and /MS phys

Tech, BSEE 1948; Yale, oratory; consultant. Senior tion 1946; Massachusetts ics; Notre Dame Umtcr-

lory, research assistant and and lecturer microwave 
Sperry Gyroscope Fellow; oratory, assistant to 
Vartan Associates, consult- tor; University of Califor- 
ant; Hewlett-Packard Co., nia 1955; USAF radar spe-

Florida, BSEE 1942; Stan- Tech, BSEE 1948; Yale, oratory; consultant. Senior tion 1946; Massachusetts ics; Notre Dame Uniter
ford. MS 1947; PhD 1952. MEng 1949, PhD 1951, Member IRE. Princeton Institute of Technology, sity, PhD 1955. U.S Nat)

lab- Tech, BS meteorology; Har

member of advanced de- cialist. Sigma Xi, Tati Beta AMS, 
velopment staff. Pi- APS.

er in electrical engineering, sicist; U.S. Rubber Co., Eel- 
\ \ - ) mer phys-

PhD in engineering sci- neering, UCLA; Hughes ics, Notre Dame; Bendix 
and applied physics. Aircraft Co., Culver City^ Aviation Corp , missile di- 

abs, co-founder, president.
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Edward Teller 
Keynote speaker

Chairman.
Fred M. Tongc 
Stanford University

SESSION A 
Study of Business Information 

Systems

Miss Margaret Conley is chairman, 
Miss Anne Neimi is assistant chairman, 
and the Misses Joy Gallagher and Bar
bara Taylor are members of the com
mittee handling the social program for 
women.

Opening day—Tuesday, May 1—will 
find the morning hours centered about 
the Fountain Room of the Fairmont, the 
conference hotel, where the ladies will 
register and sip coffee.

In the afternoon there will be a com- 
putercade, a special demonstration of 
computer logic tailored for the unini
tiated, in the Room of the Dons at the 
Mark Hopkins Hotel across from the 
Fairmont on Nob Hill.

In the evening the ladies will join 
their escorts for the conference cocktail 
party in the Fairmont's Venetian Room.

Wednesday morning there will be a 
tour of Jackson Square, San Francisco's 
outstanding decorating center. Privi
leged visits to several of the nationally 
known establishments are arranged.

m. to 5 p.m., Venetian Room

Luncheon at Yamalo Sukiyaki House 
at the base of Nob Hill will follow. In 
the midafternoon there will be a sight
seeing cruise of San Francisco Bay 
aboard a chartered vessel.

Thursday—the final day of the con
ference—motor coaches will depart the 
Fairmont at 10 A.M. for Saratoga, via 
the scenic Skyline Drive. At Saratoga 
the ladies will visit the mountain winery 
of Paul Masson Vineyards for a 
tasting and al fresco luncheon.

Leaving the hilltop, the touring party 
will go next to Paul Masson's Cham
pagne Cellars in the valley for a dem
onstration of the art of champagne
making.

En route back to San Francisco the 
motorcade will stop for an hour at Sun
set Magazine in Menlo Park to inspect 
the regional gardens, test kitchens, and 
architectural attractions of "the West's 
Own Magazine."

Personnel responsible for the 1962 
Spring Joint Computer Conference are 
as follows: (General Staff) G. A. Bar
nard, Philco, chairman; Dr. H. D. Crane, 
Stanford Research Institute, vice chair
man; R. A. Isaacs, Philco, secretary
treasurer; (Committee Chairmen) Dr. R. 
I. Tanaka, Lockheed Missiles & Space 
Co., program; J. E. Sherman, Lockheed 
Missiles & Space Co., associate; J W. 
Ball, Pacific Telephone Co., exhibits,- D. 
C. Lincicome, Stanford Research Insti
tute, exhibitors' program, R. G. Glaser, 
McKinsey & Co., Inc., local arrange
ments; W. O. Hamlin, Fairchild Semicon
ductor, printing and mailing, D E. Elie- 
zer, IBM Corporation, registration; E. T. 
Lincoln, IBM Corporation, publications; 
N. S. Jones, Friden, Inc., public rela
tions; Miss M. G. Conley, I BAA Corpora
tion, ladies activities,- and R. J. An
drews, IBM Corporation, special educa
tion program.

SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
A special orientation program about information processing 
for members of professional societies having an interest in 
the application of computers is being presented concurrently 
with the 1962 Spring Joint Computer Conference technical 
program. This program is designed to meet the needs of 
groups such as business and certified public accountants, 
documentation and information retrieval specialists, and 
systems and procedures analysts. Attendance is by invita
tion only.

htiliili:
C B McCune. Uniterm) of California. Berkeley
Richi’d L Van Horn, The Ran J Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.

Toward a General Simulation Capability 
Michael R Lackner

System Development Corporalion, Santa Monica, Calif
Simulation of a system by digital computer require

a model of the system which is intelligible to the student 
of the system while compatible with the limitations of 
the computer, translation of the model to computer code, 
movement of rhe model through time, recording the 
performance of the model.

S1MPAC, a ‘ simulation package," incorporates coherent 
techniques and devices for the accomplishment of these 
objectives: modeling concepts for building a computer-com
patible model, a vocabulary for encoding the model, a com
puter program for moving the model through time and 
recording its performance, and an output presentation 
program.

Organizations have always had information systems. The 
computer has focussed increasing attention on these systems 
by magnifying both their potential benefits and their directly 
attributable costs. Since the problems of constructing, using 
and improving these systems arc largely ill structured, opti
mizing techniques that have served in other areas cannot 
be transferred intact There is much to learn about how to 
effect such systems and about how they affect the 
organization.

Within the framework of the study of business informa
tion systems we propose the following areas for specific dis
cussion, to relate the formal papers and to explore their 
their implications

1) What useful formal descriptions exist of business infor
mation systems, and what techniques are available for man
ipulating and extracting consequences from such formal 
descriptions? 2) What specific studies have been made of 
these systems, and what arc their implications? 3) Of what 
relevance arc disciplines such as information theory, theory 
of teams, feedback control systems thcop'? 4) What will be 
the impact of hardware and programming developments in 
such areas as display systems, pscudo-English input, etc? 
5) What is the appropriate division of research between 
industry and the university? 6) How can we best profit from 
the ongoing diverse systems activities in industry?

computer conference
PROGRAM

OPENING SESSION
Tuesday, May 1
Gold Room—10 a.m to 12 noon.

Note Addresses will be relayed via public address system 
to the Venetian Room in the event of an over-capacity 
audience

Introduction-
Dr. Richard I Tanaka,
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co
Program Chairman of 1962 SJCG

Opening Remarks
George A. Barnard,
Philco Western Development Laboratories
General Chairman of 1962 SJCC.
Dr. Willis H. Ware,
Rand Corporation
Chairman of AF1PS Governing Board.

Keynote Address
Dr. Edward Teller,
Professor of Physics at Large,
University of California, Berkeley, California.
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Chairman'
Russell A. Kirsch
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D. C

SESSION B
Theoretical Problems in 

Artificial Intelligence

L. A. Roberts, PG SET speaker

april 15, 1962

meeting
LAST CHANCE FOR GAS

Section Chairman Stanley F. Kaisel 
has urged a full turnout at the April 26 
forum on IRE-AIEE consolidation to be 
held at 8 p.m. in the Physics Lecture 
Hall at Stanford University.

"It is extremely important to the Sec
tion and the IRE that members study 
the March and April Proceedings and 
supplements and come to the meeting 
prepared to express their views on the 
proposed consolidation," he said. "This 
will probably be the last opportunity 
before balloting." The Executive Com
mittee will be heavily represented, as 
will be past chairmen and other leaders 
of the Section, Kaisel said.

ahead

Young has been employed in the can
cer research division of Lederle Labs, 
Pearl River, New York; and has also 
worked in the cancer research field in 
the pharmacology division of the Fed
eral Food and Drug Administration, 
Washington, D. C. He was engaged in 
astrobiology at the Army Ballistic Mis
sile Agency, Huntsville, Alabama,- and 
has been chief of flight biology in the 
office of life-science programs at NASA 
Headquarters, Washington

At Ames he is involved in the design 
and flight of basic biological experi
ments to determine the effects of the 
space environment on living systems— 
particularly at the cellular level—as 
well as the detection and study of extra
terrestrial life. He is also engaged in 
research pertinent to the origin of life.

Young received his BA from Gettys
burg College, Gettysburg, Penna ; and 
his PhD in zoology from Florida State 
University, Tallahassee. He holds mem
berships in Phi Sigma, Sigma Xi, AAAS, 
and the Society for Experimental Biol
ogy and Medicine.

10 —grid

Panelitti
Edward A Fcigenbaum, Unirertity of California, Brthlt).

and Rand Corporation, Santa Montta, California
Marvin L. Minsky, Computation Center, Maiiacbnitttt Inititntt :• 

Teebnology, Cambridge, Mauacbntettt
Norman Z. Shapiro, National Intlitutei of Health, Betbeida. MJ

The three papers in this session represent contributions to 
artificial intelligence from diverse sources. Ernst draws spx 
techniques related to heuristic programming to solve a prob
lem in tactile and visual sensing and control of a real envir
onment. Reiss draws from classical associations psychcixy 
to provide models for machines that would exhibit assoc* 
tion of ideas. Cannonito draws from mathematical logic D 
study the nature of fundamental limitations on rhe behind 
of intelligent machines.

The papers and the subsequent discussion will be dirccrrJ 
more to the specialist in artificial intelligence than to the 
specialist in the source disciplines from which the contrib-- 
tions derive. To the computer specialist this session will be 
of interest because artificial intelligence research nuia 
essential use of computers in non-trivial ways and bcca_« 
some of the by products of such research (most notably the 
design of programming languages) contribute directly o 
the further development of computers.

MH-1, a Computer-Operated Mechanical Hand 
Heinrich A. Ernst

IBM Research Laboratory, San Jose, Calif.
MH-1 is a motorized and sensitized senomanipularcr 

operated by the TX-O computer at the Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology. Unlike in a conventional digital coomS 
system, the computer in the MH-1 system is not used to 
process quantitative information. Its function is rather to 
perceive and appreciate the environment of the hand quali
tatively. On this basis, the computer determines a reasonable 
course of action after a goal has been specified for the hand

meeting ahead
EVOLUTIONARY INFLUENCE

Towards the end of April (See Calen
dar, page 6), PGEC has a meeting 
scheduled to consider "List Processing & 
Practical Problems " The speaker will 
be J. Weizenbaum of the GE computer 
laboratory.

List processing is a programming 
technique developed originally by New
ell, Simon, and Show for the solution 
of artificial intelligence problems. The 
technique has been used to enable 
computers to play chess, prove theo
rems, evaluate recursive functions, etc. 
There is strong evidence that the con
cepts used in list processing will influ
ence the design of future computing 
systems. Many of these ideas already 
have been applied in the design of the 
B 5000 and the KDF-9

Weizenbaum will talk about some of 
the practical problems to which list 
process can be applied and will indi
cate the ways in which the list-process
ing concept probably will influence the 
evolution of future computer systems.

ahead
THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT

"Experimental Biology in Space" will 
come under discussion at the April 
meeting of PGBME under detailed cir
cumstances outlined in the Calendar, 
page 6. The speaker, Dr. Richard S. 
Young, is chief of the environmental 
biology branch of the Ames Research 
Center at Mountain View.

MORE SJCC (Tuesday)
A model of an hypothetical business system has been im

plemented with the first version of SIMPAC for the purpose 
of studying management controls in a complex system.

This paper discusses digital simulation and SIMPAC, 
introduces modeling concepts which may lead to a set of 
simulation systems which would assemble models of varying 
complexity from descriptive statements and analyze the 
models prior to simulation

A Non-Linear Digital Optimizing Program for 
Process Control

Raymond A. Mugcle
IBM Corporation, San Jose. Calif

A new program has been developed for optimizing a com
puter-controlled process. This program applies probing aid 
restraint-following algorithms which permit solving the op
timization problem in difficult cases. These cases include 
non-linear or discontinuous restraint functions, and oca- 
con vex domains.

The program requires relatively little storage for program 
and data, and no special modifications of objective or restrain 
functions. It is primarily applicable to some medium-sized 
digital computers now used in process control.

Various control strategics arc compatible with this pro
gram. It can be used to generate an operator guide for a 
process operating in the steady state It can also be used foe 
optimizing the control of a process with perturbed inputs, 
/.<■, in the transient state. It can also be interrupted, before 
completion, in order to determine the degree of improvement 
available, or to impose new restraints.

z\ Simulation of a Business Firm
Charles P. Bonini

Gr.iJuatc School of Business, Stanford Unnenity
Till p :pcr describes a simulation model of a hypot'net.ci.' 

b.” in : tin The model was constructed to include ox 
t nly th counting and economic factors of costs, profits,

. in • produced, etc., but also psychological and be- 
havior >1 concrpts. Individuals in the firm have aspiraticn 
k-v;. . i. I pre sure, and react in accordance with behavioral 
theory.

The purpose of the model is to study the effects of infor
mational and organizational factors upon the decisions cf a 
busini firm. We have had limited knowledge of such van- 
.-.l>|. is- the effects of tardy information, the effects of differ
ent distributions of information within the firm, the effects 
of differing degrees of centralization or decentralization, etc 
A comprehensive model, such as the one proposed, is neces
sary to answer such questions.

Eight specific hypotheses involving changes in the organi
zation and information system of the firm were fonnuhod 
and tested using a factorial experimental design. The resets 
of this experiment demonstrate the usefulness of this model 
as a research tool.

meeting ahead
NEW SPACE TUBE

In mid-April, L. A. Roberts, PhD, of 
Watkins-Johnson will speak before 
PGSET on the subject, "A Traveling- 
Wave Amplifier and Power Supply for 
a Space-Vehicle Telemetry Transmitter." 
Particulars can be found in the Calen
dar, page 7.

A broad-band microwave amplifier, 
which will be described, is capable of 
delivering 12 to 14 watts of power out
put across the 2.0 to 2.4 gc telemetry 
band. This unit uses a highly efficient 
traveling-wave-tube amplifier to achieve 
this performance with an input r-f drive 
requirement of 3 to 6 mw. The equip
ment includes the power supply to oper
ate the traveling-wave tube and con
tains telemetry circuits to monitor tube 
and unit performance before and dur
ing flight

(Continued on page 12)
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6T TAPE CORES: 
DELTAMAX, SQUARE 
PERMALLOY and

IRON POWDER 
CORES

MO-PERMALLOY
POWDER CORES

the other.
Arnold core products covered 

by this warehouse stock program 
include: 1) Silectron C, E and O 
cores in 2, 4 and 12-mil tape. 2) 
Type 6T aluminum-cased cores of 
Deltamax, Square Permalloy and 
Supermalloy, in 1, 2 and 4-mil 
tape. 3) Mo-Permalloy powder 
cores, both temperature-stabilized 
and unstabilized types, ranging 
down to “cheerio” sizes. 4) Iron 
powder toroids, threaded cores 
and insert cores.

All four products are available

ADDRESS DEPT. TG-4

^ARNOLD 
SPECIALISTS In MAGNETIC MATERIALS

SAN FRANCISCO, Office.- 701 Welch Road, Palo Alto, Calif.
Telephone: DAvenport 6-9302

april O, /962

HBwi

ON THE SHELF—
ARNOLD CORES
IN WAREHOUSE STOCK
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Let us handle your inventory prob
lems and save you time and money 
on your magnetic core requirements.

Extensive stocks of four types 
of Arnold cores in the most popu
lar sizes have been set up in our 
Marengo, Illinois and Fullerton, 
Calif, plants. Subject of course to 
temporary exhaustion of stock by 
prior sales, these cores will be 
shipped the same day on orders re
ceived at the warehouse by 12:00 
noon. When cores are out of stock 
at the nearest plant, we may be 
able to ship within 24 hours from

in a wide range of selection, for 
your convenience and economy in 
ordering either prototype design 
lots or regular production quan
tities. • Stock lists, bulletins, etc. 
are available—write for informa
tion. The Arnold Engineering 
Company, Marengo, III.
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Panelists:
Kent D. Broadbent, American Systems, lac., Ingleuvod, Cdif. 
Munro K. Haynes, Thomas / Wasson Research Center, IBM

Corporation, Yorkloun Heights, N. Y.

The session on digital storage and circuits will emphasis 
the continuing attempt on the part of components designers 
to perform more complicated functions faster and cheaper 
Two of the papers are devoted to cryogenic associative 
memory work, the third to a technique for high-speed transis
tor logic. While they represent widely different ends of the 
component spectrum with respect to environment, switch
ing speed, stage of development and familarity, they, as well 
as all other developments, will be measured ultimately is 
common units of bits, dollars, and microseconds. It is hoped 
that this session will make some contribution to this diniedt 
process of evaluation.

meeting ahead
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION II

On Thursday evening, May 10, PGIT 
plans to hold its annual dinner meeting. 
Dr. Louis Fein, consultant, will address 
the Chapter on "Mind, Machine, and 
Soul." Details appear in the Calendar, 
page 6.

Fein, well known for his studies in 
the computer-related sciences, and in 
the field of Synnoetics, will tackle some 
aspects of the difficult questions con
nected with the human mind and the 
human psyche, in particular with our 
attempts to "explain" or understand 
these processes. Historically, mankind 
has contended that a) some phenomena 
(mind and soul, for example) are in
herently "unknowable," and b) some 
phenomena are unknowable because 
of the limited mental capacity and per
ceptions of the knower. SESSION C

Digital Storage and Circuits
Chairman:
Jack I. Rifiel
Lincoln Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Lexington, Mass.

meeting abe a cl
DIGITIZED DATA

The April Lecture (No. 2) in the In
strumentation System Seminar of PGI 
features Messrs. Gross and Thayer, and 
is detailed in the Calendar, page 6. 
Instrumentation systems measure, proc
ess, and record d-c voltage, a-c voltage, 
current, resistance, frequency period, 
time interval, and events occurring in 
a selected time interval. Transducers 
convert the unknown physical variables 
of temperature, pressure, acceleration, 
weight, displacement, velocity, stress, 
strain, and flow to these electrical sig
nals so they can be handled by the in
strumentation system.

Depending on the time constant of 
the variables being measured, accuracy 
required, and other factors, either an 
analog or a digital system will be se
lected. The April lecture covers only the 
digital instrumentation system.

The basic elements of a digital in
strumentation system are as follows: 
Scanner, signal conditioning, analog- 
to-digital converters, auxiliary equip
ment, coupler, and digital recorder.

Emphasis will be placed in this lec
ture on the scanner, signal conditioning 
equipment, and analog-to-digital con
verters. Subsequent lectures will cover 
the remaining elements of the digital 
instrumentation system.

MORE SPACE TUBE
The device that makes this equip

ment feasible is a high-efftciency high- 
reliability traveling - wave - tube ampli
fier. It employs periodic permanent 
magnet (ppm) focusing to achieve light 
weight and uses exotic permanent mag
net materials to further reduce size and 
to achieve temperature insensitivity. 
The tube is operated at an overall effi
ciency (including heater power) of 22 
per cent under conservative operating 
conditions. The tube is designed for 
long life and high reliability. Predicted 
life is 30,000 to 40,000 hours of con
tinuous operation. The tube can per
form during very large shock and vi
bration conditions with very low spur
ious a-m and f-m.

The power supply that operates the 
traveling-wave tube employs an effi
cient high-reliability switching regula
tor and high-voltage connector. These 
units operate from a 22 to 30 volt d-c 
line input. The entire unit fits into a 
compact enclosure designed to pressur
ize the system as well as to conduct the 
dissipated heat into the heat sinks.

Today, one man's mental capacity 
can be augmented not only by the men
tal capacity of other men and organ
isms, but also by the capability of ma
chines. The knower may now be such 
a combination — a synnoetic system. 
Thus a new set of issues — a subset of 
the traditional ones — has emerged for 
particular attention:

(1) Are the human intellect and 
psyche unknowable because of their 
inherently "unknowable" nature?

(2) Are they unknowable because 
of the limited mental capacity of syn
noetic systems?

(3) If they are knowable, what form 
might their explanation take when we 
achieve such an understanding?

(4) Is it possible for a particular 
human being to know himself in ac
cordance with Socrates' admonition? 
Can a human mind understand itself?

(5) Do machines with ever-increas
ing capabilities threaten man's dignity, 
sovereignty, self-esteem?

These intriguing questions go to the 
core of the efforts of many of us in the 
information-processing fields, although 
we often tend to overlook them in our 
absorption with technical details. To
gether with the related problems of 
men, machines and society that inevit
ably arise, the discussion of these ques
tions by Dr. Fein promises an unusual 
and interesting evening.

MORE SJCC (Tuesday)
Because of the automatic execution of these higher con

trol functions, the system, by itself, in its attempt to reach 
that goal, behaves sensibly even in unexpected situations fet 
which no explicit instructions have been given. For example, 
it makes reasonably successful attempts to resolve incon
sistencies between the plan of action and the situation in 
the environment, it finds a way around obstacles hindering 
the hand, or it accepts help from a human assistant without 
fighting back, but it still resists unwanted interference. A 
film of MH-1 in action, demonstrating these properties, will 
be shown
An Abstract Machine Based on Classical Association 

Psychology
Richard F Reiss

Libra'copc Division, General Precision, Inc, Glendale, CL:f.

Classical association psychology (circa 1750-1900) de
scribed, and proposed to explain, human thought processes 
in terms of a few kinds of forces operating on discrete en
tities called 'sensations,” images," "ideas" etc. The classical 
theory was not given a precise, quantitative formulation and 
has been generally abandoned for a variety of reasons. How
ever, the problem of developing artificial intelligence io 
digital machines provides new grounds for evaluating aid 
perhaps extending association theory.

One method of evaluation is the synthesis by postulation cf 
abstract "machines" which reflect the fundamental insights 
of association theory, and analyses of their behavior. In this 
paper a minimal machine is defined and certain aspects cf 
its behavior arc examined. It is restricted to a finite system cf 
discrete objects coupled by two types of associative bands, 
some of which are modified by passageof the objects through 
an "attention" register. The system grows in size by the ad
mission of new objects via a "sensory" register. Although 
this "machine" constitutes an over-simplified interprctar.:n 
of association theory, it docs display some of the diverse 
behavioral potentialities of such systems.

The Godel Incompleteness Theorem and Intelligent 
Machines

Frank B. Cannomto
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp., Bethpage, N. Y.

This paper considers whether or not Godel $ Incomplete
ness Theorem implies that machines are incapable of operat
ing as intelligent robots The paper's view is that the 
docs not limit machines in this sense. To support this be^et, 
the concept of a recursively enumerable set of integers is 
developed via the intuitively appealing properties of pro
grams made up from bxsic instructions similar to the wed- 
known initial functions of primitive recursion Productive 
sets of integers arc then introduced and after some rctnarxs 
relating formal languages to sets of integers via the Goda 
numbering technique, a formal axiomatic arithmetic lan
guage I. is defined and the recursive enumerability ot Ls set 
of theorems is asserted. The notions of w-consi$tency and 
interpretation of L arc then given and Godel s Incomplete
ness Theorem is stated and interpreted vis-a-vis digital 
computers.

The paper then attempts to modify the concept of a pro
gram so that the theorem of De Lecuw, Moore, Shannon and 
Shapiro can be introduced to argue chat nonrccursivny 
enumerable sets of integers can be generated by the n»i- 
fied programs under suitable restrictions. This is regarded 
as removing the restrictions on the use of machines as creative 
robots, implied by the Godel Incompleteness Theorem.

COCKTAIL PARTY
Tuesday, May 1
Venetian Room, 6 p.m. to 8 pm.
Fee—$4.50 Buy ticket with admission ticket at registrxuca 
desks.
Attendance is limited al this activity. Tickets will be ic'd e* t P-t 
come basis.



You can do moire
with the Lift-on mountinnOne-hand portability

than you can with
any otheir
oscilloscope
camera
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Family of characteristic curves 
(for NPN transistor).

THE C-12 CAMERA 
combines flexibility with 
simplicity. It offers you new 
convenience in undistorted 
viewing and direct recording 
of oscilloscope traces.

tektronox
C-12
CAMERA

KSSKliFiBnSS
' W Ml WBP ly< fl IM SS LJ

Tektronix, Inc. san francisco field offices
3530 GOLDEN GATE WAY • LAFAYETTE, CALIF. • YEHowstone 5-6101 
3944 FABIAN WAY • PALO ALTO. CAUF. • DAvenport 6-8500

From Oakland, Berkeley, Richmond, Albany and San Leandro: CLifford 4-5353

Here's why:
You can use Polaroid* or any conventional film.
You can use the unique sliding back, adjustable to horizontal or vertical. On this sliding back, 
you can interchange the par-focal, film-holding backs, lock them securely in 5 detent positions, 
also rotate them thru 90° increments (with the long axis of the film horizontal or vertical).
You can choose from 8 easily-interchangeable lenses—in varying object-to-image ratios and maxi
mum aperture to f/1.5.
You can focus with one external knob. And. since the lenses are housed in uniform, prefocused, 
calibrated mounts with keyed threads, you can adjust the shutter speed and diaphragm opening 
quickly and easily—for these controls always appear at the same accessible position on the 
camera.

C-12 CAMERA......... $500
Includes: f/1.9 Lens (with 1:0.9 object-to-image ratio) complete with cable release. Focusing Back, Polaroid* Back.

C-12-02 CAMERA ..$455
Includes: t/1.9 Lens (with 1:0.9 object-to-image ratio) complete with cable release, focusing plate, Polaroid* Back.

U.S. Sales Prices, f.o.b Beaverton, Oregon *Reglstered by Polaroid Corporation

For a demonstration of these and other features of the new C-12 Camera or other Tektronix Trace- 
Recording Cameras . . . and the many accessories designed for specialized applications . . . please 
call your Tektronix Field Engineer.

Typical hysteresis loops (multiple 
exposure of varying amplitudes).
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Fig. 2
The form of the receiver calculations 

can be rearranged to show the effects 
of the channel and of the transmitted 
signals more explicitly. This can be done 
by using

SESSION D
Man-Machine Cooperation

Chairman:
Doughs C. Engclbjrt 
Stanford Research Imtiiuie 
Menlo Park, Calif

A Cryogenic Data Addressed Memory
V. L. Newhouse
General Electric 

Research laboratory 
Schenectady, N, Y.

/(T)dt ---- -
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MORE SJCC (Wednesday)
A Superconductive Associative Memory 

Paul M. Davies
Abacus, Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.

The general properties of an associative memory arc ex 
plained, and their advantages relative to a random access 
memory discussed Then a superconductive mechanization 
of such a memory is described which is based upon the cross 
film cryotron The memory requires 5 cryotrons per bit and 9 
cryotrons for a control module associated with each word. 
Any combination of bits of the word can be used as the key, 
and any number of records in the memory can be identified 
and read out as the result of a single association. The speed 
of various circuitry in the memory is approximated and 
some applications arc suggested.

n

Fig- i 
x's are the transmitted waveforms, A is 
the time-varying transfer function of 
the channel that changes the x's into 
a corresponding (but time-varying) set 
of z's, and n is the white gaussian noise 
that combines additively with the par
ticular z waveform present to form the 
receiver input y. The ideal receiver then 
computes, for each of the x's, the prob
ability that the channel input started 
out as that x waveform.

In actuality it turns out that it is suf
ficient for the receiver to compute a set 
of quadratic forms,

A = (Y - Z), Kv ’ (Y - Z) 
where Y and Z are vectors whose com
ponents are the time samples of the y 
waveform, and the means of the time 
samples of the z waveform, respective
ly the Ky‘‘ is the inverse of the covari
ance matrix of the y samples, and the t 
on the first parenthesis denotes the 
transpose. In the calculation of the A 
for each of the x's, the vector of means, 
Z, and the covariance matrix, Kr, are 
different from different x's.

The equations for the A's completely 
specify the receiver form; study of the 
receiver design is thus reduced to study
ing ways of implementing the calcula
tions under various channel conditions. 
The most familiar case occurs when the 
channel is deterministic, i.e., is not vary
ing at all; *he important part of the cal-

Circuits for (he FX-1 Computer 
Kenneth H. Konklc

M j-.s u husetts Institute of Technology, Lexington, Mhv

A set of circuits capable of 50 mcgapulse operation is 
described Included arc gated and mixing pulse amplifiers, a 
static flip-flop, a diode logic unit with current-steering ampli
fier, a pxesive delay line, and an active variable delay circuit; 
all of which arc designed to operate with terminated 75 ohm 
transmission lines. Ten nsec, pulses and 20 nsec, flip-fiep 
transition times arc provided through use of very-high-speed 
MADT transistors The circuits have been successfully 
employed in the FX-1, a small general purpose computer 
with high-speed magnetic film memory.

culation is then just ZtY, the classical 
cross-correlation operation. The receiver 
for this case is obviously a trivial ex
tension of the receiver for the simple 
nondistorting channel. The effect of the 
known channel is taken into account by 
passing the stored sampled signals at 
the receiver, the X's, through a dupli
cate distorting channel to obtain the Z's 
to use in the cross-correlation.

A different case, however, is that of 
a completely random channel, so that 
knowledge of the transfer function of 
the channel is not available to the re
ceiver and the Z's cannot be calculated. 
We might expect in this case that it 
would be close to optimum to estimate 
the Z's and to use these estimates in 
cross-correlating with Y. It turns out that 
this is, in fact, the optimum thing to do.* 
In this purely random-channel situation, 
the essential terms io be computed are 
Y.HY, where

H = Kz (Kz. + Nol) 1 
and the H matrices used in the calcula
tions for different x's are different be
cause the Kz matrices are different; the 
Not matrix is the identity matrix multi
plied by the (scalar) noise power spec
tral density. The H's can be regarded as 
estimating filters that operate on Y to 
produce the best mean-square estimates 
of the Z's, as indicated in Fig. 2.

On-Line Communication Between Men and Computers

J. C. R. Licklider Wclden Clark
Bolt Bcranck and Bolt Bcranck and

Newman, Inc Newman, Inc.
Cambridge, Mass Los Angela, Calif.

The paper first reviews briefly the main problems ant 
existing techniques of on-line communication between men 
and computers, and then describes three current develop
ments.

1. A time-sharing system that permits several openters 
with independent problems to use one computer simul
taneously, each operator having sensibly continuous 
access to its facilities.

2. A set of programs and techniques to facilitate planning 
and design of buildings

3. Techniques that provide pictorial displays of what is 
Going on inside the computer and reveal basic char
acteristics of traccd-operating programs.

The paper concludes with a brief discussion of man-oxn- 
purer communication problems that call for basic advances 
in concept and hardware

R. E. Fruin
General Electric Heavy Military 

Electronic Dept. 
Syracuse, N. Y.

A computer storage system which is addressed by content 
rather than location is described The design has been veri
fied by constructing and successfully operating a three-wcel 
module consisting of Hl crossed-film-cryotrons on a six-inch 
by three-inch substrate.

Kz. = X Ka X, 
where the X matrix has elements that 
are the sample values of the x wave
form being considered, and K.\ is the 
channel covariance matrix. Using this 
in the previous form for the receiver 
calculation, and doing some further 
manipulation, it turns out that the re
ceiver calculation can be written as

Yi X F X, Y 
where the F matrix is in general differ
ent in the calculations for different x's. 
The corresponding receiver can be real
ized as shown in Fig. 3. The output of

meeting revie w
RECEIVERS FOR VARYING CHANNELS

Dr. Thomas Kailath addressed the 
PGIT Chapter in February on the topic, 
"Receivers for Randomly Varying Chan
nels." The meeting was held at Stanford 
Research Institute, and 40 attended.

The speaker showed how the concept 
of correlation detection of deterministic 
signals in additive gaussian noise can 
be extended to the detection of signals 
that are transmitted through time-vary
ing channels, if the channel variations 
are such that the output signals are 
samples from a gaussian process For 
this case the problem of defining an 
optimum receiver can be solved analyti
cally, leading to explicit specification of 
receiver operations. The receiver con
sidered is optimum in the sense of com
puting the a posteriori probabilities of 
the possible transmitted signals.’

For simplicity of presentation, the 
channel considered was time quantized, 
and the added noise was taken to be 
white; the possible transmitted signals 
are a finite set of (time sampled) wave
forms. The transmitting and receiving 
process is indicated in Fig. 1, where the

IDEAL RECEIVER

P(l/Y)--- 1---- -
— P(2/Y)---------- -

p( r /Y )------------ -

Fig- 3
F can be interpreted as the minimum 
variance estimate of the channel trans
fer function. The first filter, X, can be 
interpreted as strengthening the ex- 

(Continned on page 16)

Pantlim
Frederick P. Brooks, Jr, /BAI Corporation. Pongblrepur. X. Y. 
Richard S. Hirsch, /BAI Corporation, San Joir. Cali).
Herbert Martin Tcager, Mattathntrili Inittinte ol Ttrhntlogj.

Cambridge, Man.

Bringing the human into on-line association with the 
computer, to interact in real time, is a trend motivated bj 
several goals. Computerized systems, with real-time missions, 
often need to utilize some of the still-unique human capa
bilities, such as pattern recognition and judgment Here the 
goal is to get best possible system performance, and the prob
lem in the man-machine relationships is to try to couple the 
man in the best manner to this end. This goal has prompted 
most of the man-machine work to date.

Another goal, still to be generally appreciated and pursued, 
is that of extending the individual human’s self-directed 
problem-solving capability by means of more intimate coop
eration with the computer This session is concerned, relatne 
to both goals, with the current possibilities and problems cf 
real-time, on-line, man-computer cooperation.
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SIGNETICS CORPORATION—A NEW NAME,A NEW CON
CEPT IN INTEGRATED SOLID STATE MICROCIRCUITS. 
Behind the name stands a technical staff with extensive 
experience in integrated solid state electronics. In fact, our 
senior engineers have led some of the most sophisticated 

' developments in this field.  What is the concept? We be- 
.j lieve the time has come when the solid state technologist 
| must work with the systems builder in a fully cooperative 
! endeavor.  We’re prepared to do this at Signetics. We 
! offer a custom capability in integrated solid state microcir- 
I cuit fabrication. Plus the optional services of custom cir- 
.! cuit and device design as well as custom packaging and 
I evaluation.  Prototype gates for computer logic applica

tions are now available for engineering evaluation. If you
! have a relevant background, and are I " ¥3^’5
i imemsted in growing with a dynamic fl

to m H
hear from you. Signetics Corporation, 'i‘‘ I
( SO West Maude Avenue, Sunnyvale, ’ ’ S
California. Telephone REgent 9-7700
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Prof. Adriaan Wijngaarden 
SJCC luncheon speaker

SESSION E
Data Analysis and Model 

Construction in the Study of 
the Nervous System

OS 1 pl

MORE SJCC (Wednesday)

Solution of Non-Linear Integral Equations 
Using On-Line Computer Control

Glen J. Culler
Ramo-Wooldridge, a Division

of Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge
Canogj Parle, Calif

This paper contains results from some computer exp' 
performed as part of a study concerning more effect;’

Chairman-
Belmont G. Farley
Lincoln Laborator)
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Lexington, Mass.

CONFERENCE LUNCHEON

Luncheon Address:
Professor A. van Wijngaarden
Mathcmatisch Centrum, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Wednesday, May 2
Tonga Room, Fairmont Hotel, 12 noon
Fee—$4 50. Buy ticket with admission ticket at registration 
desks
Attendance it limned a! this activity. Ticket! udl be told 
come baiit.

Robert \V Huff 
University of California 
Radiation Laboratory, 

Berkeley, Calif

(peri 
ments performed as part of a study concerning more effect;'e 
utilization of computers as research tools for scientific prob
lems. A display and analysis console permitting direct con
trol of the computer was used to solve a non-linear integral 
equation occurring in the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer theory 
of superconductivity This equation gives the energy gap 
in a superconductor a function of energy after three physical 
parameters have been specified. In each case, the method of 
solution was constructed by the problem solver through direct 
interaction with the computer, the strategy of solution of 
each stage being based on information obtained from the 
computer in the course of the solution process. Thus, charac
teristic features of the problem and the pitfalls involved were 
discovered and controlled during the process of solution.

According to the parameter values specified, the problems 
ranged from very easy to quite difficult, and thus provided a 
basis for testing our approach. Extension of this technique to 
other digital equations, to more general one-dimensicrul 
problems, and to a wide class of physical and mathematical 
problems appears entirely feasible

meeting
BITS OF IVY

Meeting at SRI in mid-February, PGEC 
listened to W. H. Wattenburg, assistant 
professor of electrical engineering, who 
presented the plans of the University of 
California to expand the facilities and 
services of the computation center on 
its Berkeley campus. The objective is 
better service for that campus, as well 
as those at Davis and San Francisco.

Heart of the computing system will

/(T )di --------•

O

Paneliitt
T H Bullock, UCLA
M H. Goldstein, Jr .Mmacbuietti Imtiiute of Tecbnolcgj
Josiah Macy. Jr., Albert Eimtein College of Medicine. Seu York Cit)

Tlie complexity and non-linearity of the problems en
countered in the study of the nervous system make necessary 
the use of the most capable available cools for progress toward 
their solution. Problems arise both in processing experi
mental data, and in constructing theoretical models. The 
theme of this session is the application of advanced analog 
and digital techniques to analysis and synthesis of expen'-

MORE RECEIVERS
pected signal waveform where it is 
expected to be large, and suppressing 
it where it is expected to be low, ana
logous to the maximal-ratio combining 
concept for diversity links.

Kailath discussed some other possi
ble rearrangements of the calculations 
of the basic quadratic forms, one of 
which does away with the need for a 
multiplier. This form is obtained by 
using a matrix factorization to obtain 
the calculation in the form

(GX'Y)t GX'.Y 
where the X' matrices are somewhat 
different from the X matrices. This form 
of the calculation leads to the receiver 
configuration shown in Fig 4 In this

be an IBM 7090 with two modules of 
32,768 words of core storage each. 
One module will be used solely for a 
supervisory control program which will 
service all input-output operations and 
schedule the entire system. The other 
will be available for user programs. 
Unique to this system will be several 
terminals located in classrooms or re
search laboratories which will be di
rectly connected to the computer for 
real-time entry problems.

Initially, these terminals will be mod
ified typewriters, but eventually they 
may be card readers and punches or 
graphical devices. They will be con
nected to the computer via the IBM 
7281 data communication channel. Ul
timately, each academic department 
may have its own terminals so that no 
problems have to be physically carried 
to the computation center for entry to 
the system.

The system will also include micro
wave data links to other campuses so 
that problems too large for their own 
computing facilities may be quickly sent 
to Berkeley at rates up to 62,500 char
acters per second

Are the Man and the Machine Relations?
Burton R. Wolin

Syucin Development Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.
/\s environments requiring control have become mere 

complex, and the speeds of events in those environments 
have increased, there has been a trend to use computers to 
supplement or replace men or the functions they have tra
ditionally performed.

The decision as to how to use computers in systems has 
been influenced by beliefs about what men can and cannot 
du or should and should not do.

Additionally, attempts to employ computers have fre
quently failed because not enough has been known, either 
about the function, or how to program the computer to per
form the function.

A research program is described which has two objcctnes. 
First, to study the behavior of men in complex environments 
to find out what they can and cannot do well, and what factors 
limit or extend their effectiveness. Second, to study the 
behavior of men to determine how they perform cotnp.cx 
functions, using the men as analogues of general-purpose 
computers, so that computers can be better programmed to 
perform such functions when it is necessary to do so.

A brief description of the computerized laboratory in 
which the research is being done, and how the laboratory is 
being used, is included.

Pig- 4 
cose the filter X' can be regarded 
matched filter for the x 
that the filter output is approximately 
the impulse response of the channel; 
the filter G then modifies this by taking 
account of the a priori information 
about the channel, and the energy in 
the various parts of the channel im
pulse response is added up. This re
ceiver form can also be interpreted in 
terms of diversity combiner action.3

The speaker emphasized that in re
ceiver studies it is particularly impor
tant to try to glean a physical interpre
tation for the action of the receiver 
which has been obtained with all the 
assumptions that must be introduced 
for analytical tractability. The under
standing so gained is usually a fairly 
reliable guide in suggesting what to 
do in practical situations, which inevit
ably differ in some respect from the 
analytical models. 
References
1. Woodword, P M., ''Probability ond Informa

tion Theory with Applications to Radar,'' Per- 
gamon Press, London, 1953.

2 Kailath, T., ''Correlation Defection of Signals 
Perturbed by a Random Channel,'' Trans. IRE, 
IT-6 (1960) 331

3. Kailath, T., "Optimum Receivers for Randomly 
Varying Channels," Information Theory, Fourth 
London Symposium, Edited by Colin Cherry, 
Butterworths, London, 1961.

— FORREST F. FULTON, JR.

meeting r e v i e w
"NEXT SLIDE PLEASE"

Arch Cassingham and Ralph Sims of 
Sylvania Electronic Systems-West dem
onstrated the art of "Making Visual 
Aids Effective"—their audience was the 
PGEWS chapter, at its February meet
ing held in the Sylvania EDL auditorium.

Cassingham's emphasis was on stag
ing, the most vital and neglected as
pect of visual presentations. He showed 
through examples what to do and what 
to avoid in preparing visual aids and in 
using equipment.

One of the worst offenses is commit- 
(Continued on page 18)
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Plaslics/Ceramics for ElectronicsEmerson & Cuming, Inc.

We’ll give you a hand... 
or do the whole job... with

• 604 W. 182nd St. (Gardena), L.A., California
23275 Montclaire Court, Los Altos, California

Basic building blocks 
"free space chamber:

FREE SPACE ABSORBERS
ECCOSORB® FR

Rigid Foam for Microwave Darkrooms
ECCOSORB® AN

Flexible Foam
ECCOSORB® HT

Ultra High Temperature (1200°F.)
ECCOSORB® CV

40 db down Microwave Absorber
ECCOSORB® CHW

UHF, VHF and Microwave Coverage
for Darkrooms

ECCOSORB® CH
Enmeshed Fiber

transmission line dielectric absorbers
ECCOSORB® HF, MF, MF 500 F and LS

Absorber for Waveguide and Coax
ECCOSORB® PM and CR

"Do-it-yourself” Absorbers

■

It

From do-it-yourself Absorbers to complete ECCOSORB® 
Anechoic Chambers, leading electronics firms rely on 
ECCOSORB®. Available as follows:

COMPLETE READY-TO-USE INSTALLATIONS
ECCOSORB® PANELS and
R.F. SHIELDED ANECHOIC CHAMBERS

Portable and prefabricated for
field testing

ECCOSORB® CAPS
Individual Housings for
Radiating Antennas

ECCOSORB® ANECHOIC CHAMBERS
Completely erected by E/C personnel to satisfy most any electrical 
requirement, these chambers are designed and built for convenience, 
efficiency and attractive appearance. Ready to assemble from pre
fabricated panels to any size or shape. Portable. Guaranteed me
chanically, electrically to maintain specified ratings. Lighting and 
ventilation comparable to the finest laboratories. Sturdy, non-reflective 
floors. Shielding and power filtering also available.

ECCOSORB® A.C. 215 — 
Designed and built for 
Republic Aviation Corporation. 
Better than 40 db 
from 200 me.

PAGE ON FILE FOR READY REFERENCE!

Microwave Absorber Problem?
ECCOSORB
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Ana College. He joined Sylvania EDL 
in 1957 and is now senior illustrator at 
Sylvania reconnaissance systems lab
oratories. He is a member of the Na
tional Society of Art Directors.

—PAUL JENSEN

Problems In the Study of the Nervous System 
Belmont G. Farley

Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Lexington, Mass.

A survey is given of the main experimental and theoretical 
difficulties encountered in the study of the nervous system. 
These difficulties arc illustrated by specific examples of the 
uncertainties still existing in knowledge of the behavior cf 
neurons, both individually and in groups, and in the inter
pretation of experimental observations. Concepts of the 
reduction of data from electrophysiological experiments are 
discussed and compared with those in physical experiments 
Some theoretical problems arc similarly treated Examples 
of analog and digital computers having both special and 
general-purpose features which have been used to attack these 
problems arc given, with a brief discussion of some of the 
results

Neural Analogs 
Leon D. Harmon

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc, Murray Hill, N. J.
Information processing in the nervous system is receiving 

increasing attention by researchers in the communications 
sciences. One of the most prolific areas of activity has been 
neural modeling. Simple electrical and mathematical modt-S 
were described over half a century ago; in recent years there 
has been a growing array of chemical, electronic, mathemati
cal and computer-simulated analogs.

Two quite different kinds of neural modeling have re
sulted. In one category the intent is to simulate the complex 
parameters of the biological original closely in order to con
sider functions of the nervous system, hopefully to st.pp.e- 
ment nviiro-phy.siological research. In the second kind of 
neural modeling the idea is to explore the single-e.ement 
logical behavior or the self-organizing properties of ensem
bles of relatively simple quasi-ncural elements.

It is the purpose of this paper to emphasize the differences 
between these two approaches, to review briefly some of the 
main streams of activity in neural modeling, and to show, 
by way of example, the results of one particular line of inves
tigation — the work dealing with real-time electronic neural 
analogs.

meeting
SEARCH FOR AN INPUT

Approximately 30 heard about, "Sen
sory Deprivation & Instrumentation Re
search," when they attended the late 
February meeting of PGBME. John K. 
Dupress, director of technological re
search of the American Foundation for 
the Blind, New York, made the presenta
tion.

The speaker defined sensory depriva
tion as partial or total loss of hearing 
and/or vision which results in limited 
communication with the environment. 
For individuals, the major problems that 
arise are.- direct access to the printed 
word and graphic forms, mobility (foot 
travel), and for the deaf-blind, direct 
access to the spoken word.

Of the 360,000 blind persons in the 
United States, approximately 30 per 
cent are totally blind. There may be as 
many as 700,000 additional persons 
who function as though blind in the per
formance of certain important tasks. 
There are about 6,000 deaf-blind, of 
whom approximately 50 per cent have 
such severely impaired hearing that no 
commercial hearing aids are useful.

In the past 50 years, nine reading 
machines and 20 mobility devices have 
been taken to the working prototype 
stage. There have been three attempts 
to process speech and convert it into a 
form that could be perceived by the 
deaf-blind through cutaneous sensation. 
The major design characteristics of these 
devices were outlined.

In spite of this fairly extensive re
search and development effort, none of 
these devices has proved satisfactory. 
Dupress listed the following reasons for

(Continued on page 20)

A Theory and Simulation of Rhythmic Behavior Due to 
Reciprocal Inhibition in Small Nerve Nets

Richard F. Reiss
Librascope Division, General Precision, Inc, Glendale, Calif
An elementary' theory predicts that neurons which inhibit 

each other, and which suffer "fatigue" with repeated firing, 
can produce alternate bursts of pulses, a "multivibrator 
effect, under certain conditions. Fragmentary physiological 
evidence suggests that reciprocal inhibition does occur io 
sensory and muscle control systems, and may in particular 
explain rhythmic behavior of the sort seen in alternating 
reflexes responsible for animal locomotion.

On the basis of a specific conceptual model of signal pro
cessing in neurons, analog and digital simulation models 
have been constructed and used to explore the multivibrator 
effect. The effect is rather easily produced with model neurons 
operating in cither "coincidence" or "relaxation" modes, and 
is facilitated within limits by asymmetric parameters.

The reported simulation experiments are restricted to 
reciprocal inhibition of just two neurons and indicate that 
a neuron coupler, with a few sensory inputs and propriocep
tive feedbacks, could provide an economical control system 
for alternating reflexes or for synergetic muscle groups which 
time-share a common load. Such a system could rapidly adapt 
to varying loads and would require minimal control from 
higher nervous centers The exploration of many other pos
sible functions for two (and more) multivibrator effects in 
small nerve nets has only begun.

MORE VISUAL AIDS
ted when a slide presentation is not 
planned. Some of the weakening re
sults are: the speaker is continually in
terrupting his talk to say, "Next slide, 
please"; slides get out of order, upside 
down, or backwards with no hope for 
correction; when lighting is improper, 
the audience cannot take notes as slides 
are shown; the screen may be the 
wrong size for the seating arrangement; 
it's difficult to back up to a slide pre
viously shown — a duplicate should 
have been made. All of these things 
draw the audience's attention toward 
the errors in preparation and away 
from the speaker's subject.

Ralph Sims discussed the steps 
needed to prepare effective visual aids. 
Flip charts, slides, and motion pictures 
are effective means of communications 
if properly planned and made. With 
the aid of slides, Sims then described 
the steps from raw material assembly 
to completed visual aid. He emphasized 
the need for stating the prime objective 
of a visual aid before starting.

For example, rendered illustrations 
made for an instruction manual are not 
automatically suitable for use in a slide 
presentation. He demonstrated this 
point by showing tables of information 
and air-brushed drawings which were 
not recognizable beyond the first row 
of the audience. This brought out other 
requirements on lettering sizes. Slides 
can contain only a few items of infor
mation and the lettering must be read
able by the last row of the audience.

Both speakers are employed by Syl
vania Electronic Systems-West at Moun
tain View. Arch Cassingham joined 
Sylvania electronic defense laboratories 
in 1954 and has worked in still and 
high-speed photography, motion pic
tures, and printing. He developed the 
photographic and reproduction facilities 
at Sylvania and is now supervisor of 
photography, reproduction. Ralph Sims 
is a native of Atlanta and studied art 
at the Atlanta Art Institute and at Santa

The Caudal Photoreceptor of the Crayfish. 
A Quantitative Study of Responses to Intensity.

Temporal and Wavelength Variables 
William R. Uttal

IBM Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N. Y
This paper describes the results of a study which has been 

made of the caudal photoreceptor of the crayfish. Pooled pahe 
potentials evoked by photic stimuli were recorded from the 
ventral nerve cord and these data digitized and recorded on 
magnetic tape A digital computer was then useeIto 
the data and recognize certain specific features. The coding 
of the nerve action potentials, as a function of the stimu.us 
dimensions, was investigated and it was determined that the 
stimulus amplitude-response magnitude relation was a power 
function with the same exponent as that found in humin 
perception Furthermore, the spectral luminosity curse was 
determined to coincide with that of the human eye.

The similarities of these two functions suggest a common 
photochemical medium which thus allows a detailed study 
to be made of these human perceptual processes in a highly 
reduced model preparation.

MORE SJCC (Wednesday)
mental phenomena ooserved in both animal ana nunxi 
nervous systems Emphasis will be placed on problems and 
methods peculiar to the study of biological systems, but an 
attempt will be made to assess the present status of the field 
and relate it toothers.
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SKIRMISH OVER A COMPUTER-TO-
INERTIAL-PLATFORM INTERPRETER

DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION
LITTON SYSTEMS, INC.

Skeptics were quick to point out 
that the specified precision would 
be impossible to obtain in view of 
errors inherent in pulse-width mod
ulation, delays and rise times in the 
precision switch, switch offset volt-

Litton management recognizes the 
value of results stimulated by 
healthy controversy. Security and 
proprietary restrictions preclude 
our discussing current activities, but 
note programs offering many new 
technical challenges are now being 
conducted. And Litton continues to 
encourage an environment in which 
engineers can propose and pursue 
other than safe approaches to prob
lems. If you’ve been frustrated in 
your attempts to follow through on 
new approaches to digital data 
handling and display functions, 
write Harry L. Laur, Litton Systems, 
Inc., Data Systems Division, 6700 
Eton Avenue, Canoga Park, Califor
nia; or telephone Diamond 6-4040.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Several engineers who had partici
pated in the development of an 
earlier navigation buffer employing 
the digital servo technique were 
strongly inclined towards playing it 
safe by adopting an identical 
approach. To permit the navigation 
system to sustain the longer flights 
required under the new program, 
they proposed engineering greater 
accuracy into the existing buffer. 
Somehow, they felt, the additional 
requirements for lesser weight and 
volume could also be met. Prelimi
nary investigation revealed that this 
scheme would require at least 20 
pounds of hardware.
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age, reference supply voltage, filter 
capacitor leakage and stability, 
filter lags, drum speed variation, 
and signal line ground currents.

Undaunted, the advocates of the 
new method pressed ahead, con
ducted detailed studies and labora
tory investigations to nullify' all 
objections and verified the complete 
feasibility of their proposed scheme.

OUTPUT 
CLAMP

r
REFERENCE 

VOLTAGE

MIXING 
NETWORK 

~T~ 
REFERENCE 

VOLTAGE

OUTPUT -------->

What is the best way to implement 
the digital-to-analog conversion cir
cuitry required to convert binary 
incremental signals from a digital 
computer to precise d.c. voltages for 
gyro torquing in an airborne tacti
cal data system? This was a problem 
faced by Litton data systems 
engineers.

Feeling that a better way could be 
found, other engineers studied 
alternate approaches and finally 
proposed a scheme for generating 
d.c. gyro torquing voltages scaled 
according to width-modulated 
pulses linearly related to computer 
word length. This approach ap
peared to hold promise of an accu
racy of at least 1 part in 4000 
(0.025%), which was specified for 
two of the required eight signals 
(six for the inertial subsystem; two 
for the cockpit display system). The 
pulse width modulation/demodula
tion method also appeared to re
quire far less hardware than would 
the digital servo technique 
because of the elimination of heavy' 
electromechanical components.

Now functioning as part of a tacti
cal data system installed in a carrier
based aircraft, this eight-signal 
navigation buffer is packaged on 
five 3" x 3" cards and two small 
assemblies. Weight and volume are 
about one-fifth of that required for 
a digital servo type of buffer. More 
recently, new packaging techniques 
have enabled reduction of the buffer 
unit by an additional 40% to two 
cards and two assemblies without 
degrading accuracy.

PULSE
WIDTH ---------------
modulated^ inverterINPUT FROM TE
COMPUTER ---------------

A DIVISION OF LITTON INDUSTRIES
DATA HANDLING £• DISPLAY SYSTEMS • COMPUTER SYSTEMS • MODULAR DISPERSED CONTROL SYSTEMS
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RESONANT RAINDROPS

Professor A. W. Straiten, University 
of Texas, introduced his talk, "Propaga
tion Characteristics of Millimeter Radio 
Waves," by reviewing the advantages: 
tremendous bandwidth and narrow an
tenna beams—and potential uses: short- 
range radar, space communications, 
and detection of the earth's oxygen 
from space. This was Lecture No. 2 in 
the PGAP/PGED/PGMTT Spring series 
The principal effects to be considered, 
he said, are atmospheric absorption, 
sky temperature absorption, and scat
tering by raindrops and refraction.
Absorption

Energy is absorbed by energy trans
ferred to molecular rotation in the na- 

(Continued on page 22)

MORE SJCC (Wednesday)
Wednesday, May 2, 2 p.m. to 5 p.m., Gold Room

PGM1L group at coffee includes Joe Wett stein; Jerry Dover; Morton Tolson, 
speaker; Charles Antony; and Boyd Norris

Integration and Automatic Fault Location Techniques 
In Large Digital Data Systems

Donald W. Liddell
U. S. Navy Electronics Laboratory, San Diego. Calif.

A digital computer, if used with proper programming 
techniques, can be a powerful tool during the processes of 
physical integration of complex digital data processing syi- 
terns. After system integration as such has been completed, 
the same techniques may be used to provide performance 
monitoring and daily calibration status data for all or inf 
part of a system.

Investigation of such programming techniques during 
system integration of the Developmental Navy Tactical Dau 
System (NTDS) at USNEL produced results which indicated 
the possibility of using the computer for automatic fault 
location in the system. Some progress has been made in this 
area, and a program which allows the NTDS computer to 
identify a failing logic card associated with its own memory

The Maniac III Arithmetic System 
Robert L. Ashcnhursc

Institute for Computer Research, University of Chicago. Cluaga, I.

Unlike most computers, for which there is a formal dis
tinction between "fixed-point” and "floating-point numbers, 
the University of Chicago Maniac III computer handles all 
numbers in a single format (exponent and coefficient, with 
the coefficient in general not normalized). This permits sev
eral types of arithmetic to be defined, which differ in that 
results arc adjusted (coefficient scaled) according to differ
ent rules For example, a "floating-point" operation adjusts 
the result according to a "significant digit" criterion, while a 
"specified point operation adjusts the result to the expo
nent of the first operand. Normalized arithmetic and a 
fourth type called "basic" arc also available. Since the 
format for operands is the same for all these types, they 
can be processed by the various arithmetics without inter 
mediate conversion, thus adding a dimension of flexibility 
to the computing process.

This paper discusses the arithmetic rules in some detail 
showing how consistent conventions for rounding, adjust
ment of zero and formation of low'-ordcr parts are estab
lished. The trapping system used for the detection of anoma
lous results is also described.

Force for technical support to the 6594th 
Aerospace Test Wing and is employed 
in the requirements evaluation and in
tegration branch.

Tolson presented a description of the 
network of tracking stations; the Sat
ellite Test Center; the satellite orbital 
control concept; and the ground equip
ment required to track, receive radio 
telemetry data, and command the sat
ellite.

In describing the Satellite Test Cen
ter, emphasis was placed upon the 
test controller's functions and the equip
ment and support facilities available to 
him. A typical satellite pass was des
cribed as seen from the central control 
room at the Satellite Test Center, which 
operates as the hub of all station ac
tivities around the world.

After hearing about all the various 
functions controlled and the associated 
equipment throughout the entire system, 
you can be sure the audience was wish
fully anticipating Tolson would show 
some juicy movies of said installations 
—no such luckl The presentation was 
limited to unclassified slides since sat
ellites controlled by Sunnyvale are all 
highly classified. However, the talk was 
still interesting. —joe weitstein

MORE SENSORY RESEARCH 

failure: 1) inability to select the proper 
information from the environment, 2) 
unsuitable coding forms for perception 
by the human, and 3) an attempt to 
find a substitute for vision or hearing 
without taking advantage of remaining 
sensory channels and human-trained 
capabilities.

Dupress believes that it is this lack 
of human engineering and a sufficiently 
broad interdisciplinary approach with 
appropriate basic research preceding 
the design of devices, that have led to 
failure.

Dupress also pointed out that the 
blind and deaf-blind have problems 
that are common to others. For example, 
the military is interested in non-visual 
object detection. Industry and govern
ment are interested in machine process
ing of printed characters. The problems 
of the partially sighted are similar to 
those of normally sighted persons under 
conditions of temporary deprivation.

In the final analysis, the problems 
of blind and deaf-blind will be solved 
best when appropriate data is machine 
sensed and processed for introduction 
directly into the central nervous system. 
The other alternative is successful organ 
transplants.

A basic and applied sensory-aids 
program is underway is the present 
time in the electrical and mechanical 
engineering departments of Massachus
etts Institute of Technology. Dupress 
hopes that a similar program will be 
underway soon in the Stanford area.

—JAMES C. BLISS

Chairman:
James H Pomerene
Thomas J. Watson Research Cenler,
IBM Corporalion
Yorktown Heights, N Y

meeting
HUB WITHOUT FILM

The speaker for the March meeting of 
PGMIL was Morton Tolson, senior re
search engineer at the Satellite Test 
Center, Sunnyvale, California, with the 
subject being "The Satellite Control Fa
cility and the Satellite Test Center." 
Tolson is a member of a Lockheed 
group under special contract to the Air

Faster computer systems can usually be expected from 
faster technology, bur there arc other areas where improve
ment is needed and can be obtained. Some of these are 
described.

The processes themselves can be defined in new ways 
which make solution of many problems more convenient. 
The use of content-addressed, or associative” memories 
can greatly speed up and simplify the searching operations 
characteristic of many non-numcrical problems. Final results 
can often be presented to the user in visual displays convey
ing the essential information compactly and in minimum 
time, the example described primarily concerns maintenance 
but has implications for operational results as well.

An Organization of an Associate Cryogenic Computer 
Robert F. Rosin

Department of Electrical Engineering. University of Msdagn 
Ann Arbor, Mich.

This paper is concerned with the organization of a com
puter built entirely of cryotrons and operating with an asso
ciative (content addressed) memory in which the locatico 
of words stored or retrieved is determined by all or pan cf 
the contents of the words.

Since cryogenic circuitry is used throughout, the speed cf 
the machine is relatively uniform in both memory and other 
functions. Thus, the traditional balance of operation time is 
changed from that existing in more contemporary devices 
Moreover, the problem of hardware maintenance has changed 
due to the very cold environment which must exist for the 
machine to operate.

A design approach to these and other considerations n 
evolved which includes putting more logic than usual mso 
the memory and eliminating the necessity for a distitxt 
instruction location counter, address decoder, etc Problems 
considered include multi- and parallel processing, indexing 
and indirect addressing, input-output processing and self
monitoring functions.
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PGAP post-meeting discussion centers around A. IF. Straiton, speaker
—Ray Egan photo

SESSION G
Analog Applications and 

T echniques

Wednesday, May 2, 2 p.m. to 
(Mark Hopkim Hord)

Chairman.
Vernon L. Larrowc
Institute of Science and Technology
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Refraction
A curve

(Continued on
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The Application of Finite Fourier Transforms to 
Analog Computer Simulations

Eric Laban
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp, Bethpage, L I, N. Y

An analog computer technique for the solution of certain 
classes of boundary value problems of partial differential 
equation based on Finite Fourier Transforms is presented, 
which requires considerably less computer components than 
conventional finite difference methods. The derivation of the 
Finite Fourier Transform method is briefly stated anJ then 
applied to analog computer simulations ot heat transfer 
equations with linear and nonlinear boundary conditions.

The mtxlcrn electronic analog computer, when intelli
gently programmed, is capable of solving accurately many 
engineering problems which arise in current technological 
research and development.

The p ipers scheduled for presentation at this session rep
resent a sampling of the many applications of the analog 
computer to contemporary problems. They are intended, txt 
only to introduce ideas and stimulate thinking, but also to 
serve as valuable references for persons engaged in solving 
similar problems on electronic analog computers.

Pan It it
Arthur D Bridgman. Syhama Elertronic Dr/tut Laifjscfirt. 

M'f^rtiJiti I'irw. Calif.
P J Hermann, of Aerotpaee Engince>ing,lcuj Suit Unntrta) 
Hanv I. Meissmgcr, Hughci Atreraft Company Culler Cil), Ct'if 
James E. Vi'olle, Analog Computer laboratory Ctoeral EJnim

Company. Philadelphia. Pa.

Raindrops
Ram attenuation is customarily plot 

ted as attenuation constant versus rain
fall rate. Correlation of measured and 
calculated attenuation is quite good 
when calculations are made using meas
ured drop size distributions. Straiton 
then showed a curve of the scattering 
cross section of a single water drop 
against the drop diameter. He stated 
that the attenuation measured at 176 
kmc can be small compared to the at
tenuation measured at 4 or 8 millimeters 
and stated that this may be due to the 
drop sizes approaching the resonant 
values.

sun at various elevation angles. It 
varies linearly inversely with the secant 
of the elevated angle to approximately 
5000K when observed directly over
head. Furthermore, the sky temperature 
is observed to be obout 280K when ob
served at near grazing incidence, indi
cating almost complete absorption, and 
about 100K for vertical observation of 
a clear sky The temperature of a heavy 
cumulus cloud is usually observed to be 
about 280K; the temperature of lighter 
clouds is correspondingly less.

Analog Simulation of ParticleTrajcctories in Fluid Flow
Vance D. Norum 

Space-Genera! Corporation, Glendale, Calif-
Marvin Adelberg and Robert L Farrcnkopf

Space Technology Laboratories, Inc., Redondo Beach, Calif-
This paper presents a detailed account of the analog suno- 

lation of particle trajectories in a two-dimensional fluid Bo* 
field governed by Laplace’s equation A conductive surface 
is used as a direct analog of the two-dimensional fluid flu® 
field in conjunction with an electronic analog computer to 
determine the trajectories of particles in the presence ol fluid 
flow. Emphasis is placed on the concept of accuracy of dr 
particle trajectories as well as error criteria by which trajec
tory accuracy can be judged, and on the sources of error 
inherent in their determination.

A detailed error analysis is presented in which a suitable 
error model is derived and certain inaccuracies in the com
puting equipment are assumed in order to predict their effect 
on the particle trajectories. An example is presented to illus
trate the types and magnitudes of errors that exist in a typi
cal problem The analog simulation is also used to obtain tra
jectories in a potential flow field distorted by the presencecf 
a cylinder and the results are then compared to a similar case 
obtained by other authors using a different approach. These 
results were comparable, with suitable explanations for the 
difference.

MORE SJCC (Wednesday)
logic and switching circuitry has been successfully demon
strated. The final objectives of this approach arc to provide 
facilities to perform on-line performance monitoring and 
automatic fault location, reduce to a minimum the external 
test equipment required for a system, and eliminate insofar 
as possible the high degree of training presently required in 
the system maintenance technician

MORE PROPAGATION
tural atmosphere The absorption is due 
almost entirely to oxygen and water 
vapor although the effects of other 
gases can be detected In the labora
tory, water vapor exhibits two resonant 
lines at 22 2 kmc and 180 kmc, but most 
of the absorption in the atmosphere is 
due to spillover of lines at infrared 
wavelengths The theoretical technique 
dates from 1945 and says that the ab
sorption at the resonant frequency is 
constant regardless of gas pressure and 
that the line width is proportional to 
pressure.

Experiments show that these assump
tions are not exactly correct These 
measurements in the atmosphere have 
been made by noting path loss on differ
ent days, noting the vapor content of 
the air each time, and plotting the at
tenuation factor versus water-vapor con
tent. This procedure separates the ab
sorption due to oxygen, which is about 
0.78 db per mile, from the water-vapor 
attenuation, which gives a total atten
uation of obout 1 5 db per mile with 
20 grams of water vapor per cubic 
meter The data appears to fit a theor
etical curve having one line width for 
lower frequencies, and another a curve 
corresponding to a wider line width at 
higher frequencies; it cannot be covered 
with one theoretical curve.

The absorption due to oxygen occurs 
as a multiplex of 21 separate lines 
between 5 and 6 millimeters and a 
single line at 2.5 millimeters. Professor 
Straiton stated that oxygen absorption 
is influenced by the presence of water 
vapor and that they hoped to measure 
this relationship in the future.

Temperature
The total attenuation through the at

mosphere can be evaluated by measur
ing the apparent temperature of the

The Use of Computers in Analysis
Walter J. Karplus and Ladis D. Kovach 

Department of Engineering. Univerjity of California 
Lus Angcln, Calif.

The computer is recognized as an important engineering 
design tool permitting the student to test the efficacy of a 
large number of design hypotheses to determine anoptirr.-m 
design. The application of automatic computers to courses 
in methods of analysis, however, has not been dearly defined

This paper gives a number of specific examples of the 
utilization of computers in engineering analysis Foremost 
among these examples arc two categories of computer -til; 
zation 1 ) The application of computers to aid the student 
in the visualization of dynamic or mathematical phenomena, 
and 2) The opening up of new approaches to the explanation 
of system behavior—approaches which are out of reach ci 
conventional analytical methods.

of angle deviation versus 
reverse angle was presented, for op
tical observations at 4.3 millimeters, of 
the sun's position The deviation was 
seen to be considerably greater at the 
millimeter wavelengths for near graz
ing incidence and to be nearly the same 
for each wavelength at more nearly 
vertical angles. Straiton also presented 
some experimental data indicative of 
ducting, which indicated that 8.6 milli
meter waves are trapped by a duct to 
a greater extent than 3.2 centimeter 
waves, but that 4.3 millimeter waves are

(Continued on 24)
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SESSION H 
Information Retrieval

to 12 noon, Venetian Room

The Construction of an Empirically Based 
Mathematically Derived Classification System

Harold Borko
System Development Corp.. Santa Monica, Calif.

This study describes a method for developing an empiri
cally based, computer derived classification system. Six hun
dred and eighteen psychological abstracts were coded in 
machine language for computer processing. The total text 
consisted of approximately 50,000 words of which nearly 
6,800 were unique words. The computer program arranged 
these words tn order of frequency of occurence. From the 
list of words which occurred 20 or more times, excluding 
syntactical terms such as and, but, of, etc., the investigator 
selected 90 words for use as index terms These were arranged 
in a data matrix with the terms on the horizontal and the 
document number on the vertical axis. The cells contained 
the number of times the term was used in the document. 
Based on these data, a correlation matrix. 90x90 in size, was 
computed which showed the relationship of each term to 
every other term The matrix was factor analyzed and the 
first 10 eigenvectors were selected as factors These were 
rotated for meaning and interpreted as major categories in a 
classification, system These factors were compared with and 
shown to be compatible but not identical to, the classification 
system used by the American Psychological Association The 
results demonstrate the feasibility of an empirically derived 
classification system and establish the value of factor analysis 
as a technique in language data processing.

m c e t i n g
MONKEY DATA

A scenario in three parts, describing 
some automated behavioral experi
ments, was presented to the March 
meeting of the PGBME. The topic of dis
cussion was DADTA (Discrimination Ap
paratus for Discrete Trial Analysis) and 
associated experiments. The meeting 
represented an excellent example of the 
beneficial results to be gained from the 
interdisciplinary exchanges character
istic of the PGBME

The first speaker. Dr. Karl Pribram 
of Stanford Medical School, recalled 
that two years ago he made a plea at 
a PGBME Meeting for some help in 
automating behavioral testing of mon
keys. The problem essentially was how 
to present multiple stimuli to monkeys 
in a way that eliminates spatial effects, 
how to reward the animal, and how to 
record the data in a form suitable for 
computer processing. The vast number 
of trials necessary for statistically sig
nificant results meant that automatic 
equipment was necessary. In addition, 
an automatic machine would greatly 
facilitate comparisons between the men
tal abilities of normal animals and ani
mals with brain lesions, in order to 
better understand brain functioning.

The second speaker, Gerald Pressman 
of SRI, described the equipment that

si u y 
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The Storage and Retrieval of Physiological and Medical 
Data in a Modern Hospital

Paul C. Tiffany 
Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, Calif.

As an introduction, this paper considers some of the prob
lems of data handling in a modern hospital. Next, the needs 
of the users of the data arc considered. The principal area of 
interest is directed toward the hospital function which deals 
with the storage and retrieval of the clinical record after the 
patient’s hospitalization An estimation is made of the large 
amounts of terms used in medicine, and of two currently 
employed schemes for the indexing of diseases and opera
tions A description is made of a storage and retrieval system 
which allows the medical researcher to examine and browse 
through clinical records or abstracts of the records The paper 
concludes with observations on the need for applied research 
and system development to acquire pilot systems for the 
storage and retrieval of physiological and medical data.

MORE SJCC (Wednesday)
Analog Simulation of the Re-Entry of a Ballistic Missile 

Warhead and Multiple Decoys
L. E. Fogarty and R M. Howe 

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Mich
The basic problem considered here is the computation of 

the re-entry trajectory of a single ballistic missile warhead 
as well as the trajectories of a number of decoys which orig
inate from the warhead trajectory Suitable three-dimcmtonjl 
equations of motion arc presented for a re-entry vehicle with 
arbitrary drag coefficient, mass, and area, and the anabg 
computer circuit for solving these equations in real titre is 
given. Then a method of using several such circuits to com 
pute simultaneously rhe trajectories of multiple targets with 
variations in all three initial velocity components as well as 
variations in ballistic coefficient is presented.

MORE PROPAGATION
not trapped as well, and this is be
lieved to be due to the water surface 
roughness. The effect of atmospheric 
turbulence was also mentioned and a 
curve comparing signal fluctuations at 
3.2 centimeters and 4.3 millimeters was 
presented. This indicated about a 5 to 
I greater degree of fluctuation for the 
higher-frequency signals.

—PETER KENNEDY

was designed and built to answer Pri
bram's plea. The display of cues is pre
sented through an array of 16 clear 
plastic windows by means of replace
able projection units behind each win
dow. The subject makes his choice by 
touching the window which trips a 
microswitch. If the correct choice was 
made, the reward is dropped into a 
tray in the center of the panel. Up to 
12 cues may be presented at one time, 
and 12 different symbols are available. 
(At present these are the numerals 1-9, 
a red disk and a green disk.) The cues 
disappear and then reappear in differ
ent positions after each trial, thus elim
inating spatial effects.

The control console, which may be 
located up to 50 feet from the display 
unit, enables the operator to set up 
four different displays. The display pro
grams are changed automatically when 
the preset learning criterion is achieved. 
This criterion may be a certain number 
of consecutive rewards, or a certain 
percentage of rewards. Additional con
trols on the console permit selection of 
the "mode" of reinforcement; for ex
ample, a group of symbols selected in 
a certain sequence, or a group of sym
bols selected in any sequence, are two 
possible reinforcement modes.

The subject's response is recorded on 
punched paper tape. The symbol selec
ted, the position of the symbol, and the 
result of the choice are recorded each 
time a selection is made.

The third speaker, Dr. Dan Kimball 
of Stanford Medical School, described 
some recent experiments that have been 
performed with the DADTA. The first 
experiments with the machine involved 
teaching monkeys to discriminate be
tween numbers. It was found that an 
average of 250 trials was necessary to 
teach a normal monkey to discriminate 
between a 6 and a 4. With the machine, 
50 trials could be performed in seven 
minutes. The quick reinforcement pro
vided by the reward mechanism was 
considered to enhance this learning.

Once the animals could distinguish 
between the numbers, an experiment 

(Continued on page 26)

Left, human control console; below, 
simian control console. Note gastro

nomic reward output in latter
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Two basic tasks in an information rciricv.il system pro 
cntly requiring human judgment arc the establishment of the 
indexing categories and the indexing of incoming Mens 
There have been numerous suggestions for the mechanization 
of the latter task, using semantic or statistical analysis. One 
of the papers at this session will describe a statistical methed 
for establishing the categories themselves, by analysis cf 
the text of a representative body of items. The mcthol might 
also be useful in mechanizing item indexing in a so-called 
probabilistic indexing and retrieval system.

Machine retrieval has been proposed for more than j-sr 
library service A second paper discusses the possibilities of 
a mechanized retrieval system at the center of a very compli
cated technical and human organization—the hospital. The 
paper illustrates the complexity of the problem, and the 
diversity of techniques which the system designer must 
employ

rciricv.il
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Said Isaac Newton:
“Every particle of matter attracts every other particle with a force directly proportional to the product 

of their masses and inversely proportional to the square of the distances between them.”
Until recently, the thrust which propelled rocket vehicles into their coast stage, prior to orbiting, was provided by booster 

stages. The fuel carried by the satellite stage was used only to inject itself into orbit.
Now, however, a scientist at Lockheed Missiles & Space Company has evolved a Dual Burning Propulsion System which 

allows higher orbits and heavier payloads. With this system, the satellite vehicle fires immediately after the late booster 
stage burns out, thus augmenting the begin-coast speed. Later the satellite stage is re-started to provide orbit injection.

An even more recent development by Lockheed is a triple-burning satellite stage. This will permit a precise 24-hour 
equatorial orbit, even though the vehicle is launched a considerable distance from the equator.

These principles have made possible the early development of the midas satellite. Moreover, they substantially increase 
the altitude and payload of the discoverer series. Lockheed, Systems Manager for these programs and for the polaris fbm, 
is pursuing even more advanced research and development projects. As a result, there are ever-widening opportunities for 
creative engineers and scientists in their chosen fields.

Why not investigate future possibilities at Lockheed? Write Research and Development Staff, Dept.M-15B , 962 West 
El Camino Real, Sunnyvale, Calif. U.S. citizenship or existing Department of Defense industrial security clearance required. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
A GROUP DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

Systems Manager for the Navy polaris fbm and the Air Force agena Satellite in the discoverer and midas 
programs. Other current programs include saint, advent and such nasa projects as ogo, oao, echo, and nimbus 

SUNNYVALE. PALO ALTO. VAN NUYS, SANTA CRUZ. SANTA MARIA. CALIFORNIA • CAPE CANAVERAL. FLORIDA • HAWAII
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SESSION I
Programming and Coding 

Part 1

Chaieman:
Bernard A Gal let
Computing Center 
University of Michigaan

pjnelitt<:
Richard W Hamming, Bril Telephone Libi. Murray Hill. S I
Edwm I. Jacks. Data Trace Hing Section Gtutal Moicn, Inc., 

Detroit. Mich.
Alan J Perlis, Computation Cenhr, Carnegie Tech. Piltibnrgb, Pa.
Francis V Wagner. N-r./ American Airaiion Company. Loi Angelr 

Calif.

Every aspect of your printing gets the expert 
attention of a group of highly skilled special
ists here — from planning, through production, 
until our truck brings the neatly packaged 
finished job to your door, right on time. Sales-

TRANSMISSION AT 140 KMC

The principal speaker at Lecture No. 
3 of the PGAP/ PGED/PGMTT series was 
Dr. Alan J. Simmons of TRG, who dis
cussed, "Millimeter Wave Antennas and 
Transmission Lines" at Stanford Uni
versity.

lecture

A General Test Data Generator for Cobol

Lt Richard I.. Saudcr
Wfight-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

Program checkout procedures are often hampered by the 
nonavailability of adequate test data. To reduce this problem, 
a Test Data Generator is currently being developed to oper 
ate in conjunction with the Cobol Compiler implemented by 
the Air Force Logistics Command The system not only builds 
data items conforming to descriptions given in rhe Data 
Division of the associated Cobol Source Program but also 
inserts in these items necessary data relationships and require
ments to test various branches of the Cobol object program 
The generator is labelled "general" inasmuch as the metted 
of expressing these data requirements is designed to be as 
hardware independent as the Cobol compiler employed ta 
build the program being tested. This paper discusses both 
the utilization and the method of operation of the Dan 
Generator

Data Structures that Generalize Rectangular Arrays 
Samuel A Hoffman

Kcttelle & Wagner. Paoli. Pa.
A class of data structures, useful in data processing, is 

defined. These are called generalized structures. A forma! 
method of describing a generalized structure is given. It is 
shown how a compiler program, once given such a descrip 
non or descriptor, can allocate contiguous storage and deter
mine the appropriate form of the storage mapping funct.xn 
which will relate suitably referenced positions in the struc
ture with positions in the linear storage. The suitable refer
encing of data in the structure is accomplished by reference

\ 
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MORE TRIAL ANALYSIS

was started to determine whether dis
crimination between two symbols pre
sented simultaneously and a sequential 
discrimination involved different neural 
networks. Impairment in the ability to 
perform these tasks after hippocampus 
lesions can be used to indicate the func
tion of this brain area.

While these experiments are still in 
progress, it has been found that normal 
animals can learn to hit a 1 and then 
a 5 in sequence after an averge of 1 300 
trials.

Hippocampal animals 
much slower rate.

The chief advantages of DADTA are:
1) A large number of trials can be 

performed in a short period of time, 
2) Excellent control is obtained over the 
stimulus, response, and reward condi
tions, and 3) More analysis can be per
formed on the results

---- JAMES C. BLISS

Fact Compiler Segmentation 
Martin N. Greenfield

Minncapohs-Huncywcll EDF Division, Wellesley Hills, Ma*»

'Flic manner in which the Fact Compiler handles segmen
tation of programs is described Programs are divided into 
many interdependent segments in order to optimize the use 
of core storage. For instance, the internal storage required to 
handle a tape file (buffers, labels, controls) would be orz 
segment. This segment would be operated upon by other 
processing segments. Each of the segments may be activated 
or released independently as required. Each of the segments 
is relocated at execution time Segments in memory may be 
subsequently moved by rhe monitor in order to fit additional 
segments in core. The monitor has the ability to organ.ze 
the required rearrangement. A hardware error detection 
feature is used to make the currently operating segments 
sensitive to the absence of a segment about to be addressed 
This provides an efficient linkage to the monitor enabling it 
to activate the segment

MORE SJCC (Thursday)
Thursday, May 3, 9 a.m. to 12 noon. Gold Room

Simmons pointed out that with gen
erators now readily available at wave
lengths down to about 3 mm, and 
shorter wavelengths available through 
the use of frequency multipliers, the ad
vantages of these very-high-frequencies 
in terms of small component size, in
creased information bandwidth, and 
better angular resolution are within 
the state of the art.

So far as antennas are concerned, 
the emphasis is on optical types. Main
taining tolerances is the principal pro
blem. Five - foot - diameter paraboloids 
have been spun with ±1/32 wave
length tolerances at 8 mm, and 1-ft- 
diam dishes have been spun with 
±1/32 wavelength tolerances at 2 mm. 
A 10-ft casting has been machined on 
a vertical boring mill with the same 
tolerances at 4 mm.

Lens antennas become practical at 
these frequences since they do not be
come excessively heavy. A pair of 6- 
in.-diam lenses make a good transmis
sion line at 2 mm. The measured loss 
over a 40-ft path was 6 db

Non-optical type antennas, which 
have been used with some success, are 
electro-formed slot arrays, Purcell ar
rays, and leaky - wave inductive - grid 
antennas.

Colin Hackling of Sylvania presented 
some data on a 6-ft-long Foster scanner 

{Continued on page 28)

'Hie most '.inking feature about programming today is the 
variety of problems on which work is being done We nor
mally think of activity in programming as being concerned 
with sub routines, translators, or system development, b-t 
as we shall see in the papers presented here, there arc other 
areas under active investigation.

Two of the papers arc concerned w ith new developments 
in the languages which we use in expressing algorithms The 
very existence of these papers testifies that the topics which 
concern them must inevitably be provided for in computing 
languages Two of the papers deal with new requirements cn 
operating systems As problems become more complex, we 
find that we must consider the implications of dynamic stor
age allocation, and these two papers arc pointing up some 
of the diff erent approaches to the problem.

The fifth paper in this session is also concerned with the 
complexity of future problems, but from a different point of 
view. Here we need to examine the methods used to deter
mine when a program is working correctly The trend toward 
putting the burden more suuarcly on the "shoulders’ of the 
computer continues, and, of course, it must



Complete VERSATILITY... «o, Video, VHF

Check Video Bandpass — 
e.g., 1 kc to 10 me at 

1 cps rate

Sweep: or Count Frequency 
Response of High "Q" Filters 

— e.g., 14.9 kc to 15.1 kc 
at a 0.5 cps rate

JEfferson 7-1373
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KAYE
DEPT. G-4

Check Radar IF’s - 
e.g., 25 to 35 me at 

30 cps

50 CPS TO 220 MC IN 12 BANDS • WIDE RANGE OF SWEEP WIDTHS 
VARIABLE REP RATES • MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC OPERATION

Sweep: TV Receivers - e.g.. 
170 to 220 me at a 60 cps 

“Line” Rate

Write for
complete KAY ELECTRIC COMPANY

Catalog Information ~ -
DEPT. G-4 MAPLE AVENUE. PINE BROOK. N J.. rLTf2-°°

WEST COAST CONTACT: CALIFORNIA OFFICE, P.O. BOX 604, 12871 LUCILLE ST., GARDEN GROVE, CALIF., 

april 15, 1962

Check Audio Bandpass — 
e.g.. 50 cps to 20 kc at 

1 cps Log Sweep

Sweep: Frequency Response 
of Headsets - e.g., 

300 cps to 3,000 cps 
a 5 cps sweep

Cigna-Sweep SKV® 

All - Electronic

SWEEPING OSCILLATOR
9 3 5 - B

• Single wide-sweep video displays from 10 me down to 1 kc.
• Linear and logarithmic sweeps of 0.2 cps to 30 cps; or 

sweep locked to line frequency.
• Audio Sweep of 50 cps to 20,000 cps.
• 8 fixed, narrow-band video frequency sweeps for repetitive 

operations.
• Fundamental frequency 10 me to 220 me (widths to 30 me 

plus).
• High-level output of 1 V rms into 70 ohms. AGC’d to ± 0.5 

db over widest sweep.
• Manually-operated control for varying oscillator frequency.
• Fixed pulse-type markers or variable marker provision.

Price: $1295.00 F.O.B., Factory ($1425.00 F.A.S., New York).

The wide frequency range, extensive choice of sweep 
widths and repetition rates make the Kay Ligna-Stveep 
SKV a most useful sweeping oscillator.

For high frequency work, the unit provides 9 sweep 
bands, operating at fundamental frequencies for wide, 
stable sweeps from 10 to 220 me. At the low end of the 
spectrum, an audio frequency sweep from 50 to 20,000 
cps is provided. High order stability permits frequency 
sweeps to as low as 50 cps.

For checking high-Q circuits and low-frequency 
response characteristics, either log or linear sweeps at 
variable rep rates down to 0.2 cps are available. This 
wide choice of sweep rates (continuous to 30 cycles, 
and fixed line lock ) makes it easy to select that 
highest rep rate which gives both an accurate response 
display and easiest, brightest viewing on the scope 
screen. With the manual frequency control, the trace 
on the scope screen may be held and examined in detail 
(counted precisely, measured on a VTVM) at any 
frequency point on the scope display.
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examining demonstration equipment described below
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World Peace and Role 

of Computers

(Continued on

COOLING DEVICES 
for electronic packa

Hence, most of the transmission lines 
that are being used at millimeter wave
lengths use modes where the field is 
allowed to expand over a relatively 
large area. Among these are circular 
waveguide in the TE..> mode, H-guide, 
image line, Goubeau wire, and beam 
modes. The line that has been devel
oped to the greatest extent at that time 
is the TE..i mode. Using a 2-in.-diam 
guide, BTL has achieved one mile trans
mission paths at 50 kmc with 3-db loss.

The image line and Goubeau wire 
use a metal conductor with a thin layer 
of dielectric serving to trap a surface 

(Continued on page 30)

California Sales Offices: 
Dewco Sales, Inc.
6919 San Fernando Rd. 
Glendale 1, Calif.
Phone: VI 9-6101 
444 Page Mill Rd. 
Palo Alto, Calif.
Phone: DA 1-2950
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designed for high-frequency operation 
and referenced an article in the Oc
tober 1959 PGMIL Transactions. A 0.2 
deg beam with 19-db side lobes was 
achieved with a 5- to 8-db insertion loss.

Simmons then discussed the types of 
transmission line that are appropriate 
to the millimeter wavelength range. In 
general, the attenuation in standard 
TEi., mode waveguide increases about 
as the 3/2 power of the frequency. In 
comparing different transmission-line 
modes the loss is roughly inversely pro
portional to the perimeter of the field.

Authorized Distributor R. V. WEATHERFORD CO.

6921 San Fernando Rd., Glendale 1, Cal. TH 5-3551-VI 9-2471 
1651 S. Placentia Ave., Anaheim, Cal. KE 2-6741-KI 7-7521 
444 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Cal. DA 1-2950
7903 Balboa Blvd., San Diego 11, Cal. BR 8-7400
1095 E. Third St., Pomona, Cal. NA 3-1261

A Programming Language
Kenneth E. Iverson

Thomas J. Watson Research Center, IBM Corporatica 
Yorktown Heights. N. Y

The paper describes a succinct problem-oriented program- 
ming language. The language is broad in scope, having bet: 
developed for, and applied effectively in, such diverse areas 
as microprogramming, switching theory, operations research, 
information retrieval, sorting theory, structure of compilers, 
search procedures, and language translation. The language 
permits a high degree of useful formalism. It relies heas.iy 
on a systematic extension of a small set of basic operations 
to vectors, matrices, and trees, and on a family of flexible 
selection operations controlled by logical vectors. Illustra
tions will be drawn from a variety of applications.

'Peace and the Role of Computers" defines the theme of 
this panel discussion by experts in the area of sociological 
and political research Replacing man with computers fcj 
making humanistic decisions is a novel and intriguing arei 
which has capabilities and limitations that arc largely 
unknown. The objectives of this discussion will be toexpk.-c 
ways in which computers can help peace gamers and othct 
peace researchers in performing their tasks and solving thr> 
problems; and also bring to light what measures can be rik^ 
by professional computer people to further this appliut.. \

MORE SJCC (Thursday) 
expressions; these arc defined and it is shown how, at run 
tune, they arc operated upon by the storage nuppiot 
function 6

The class of structures, the descriptors, the form of the 
storage mapping function and rhe reference expressions are 
all shown to be direct generalizations of the corresponding 
considerations for n-dimensional rectangular arrays.

Finally, an Algol program for the Burroughs 220 ccm- 
putcr is briefly described. The program simulates the fane 
tions that a compiler, upon receiving a descriptor, would 
perform in forming the storage mapping function, and the 
processing that would be carried out at run time when a 
reference expression is presented

Rotron offers the world's most complete and comprehensive 
line of precision fans and blowers for electronic and in
strument cooling. For requirements in new and special 
applications, coast-to-coast engineering and laboratory 
evaluation services are available — at no charge. Fast, 
off-the-shelf delivery is available from Rotron Distributors. 
Write today—Free copy of new Quick Reference Catalog.

AXIMAX

An Experimental Time-Sharing System 
Fernando J. Corbato

Massachusetts Institute of Technology G>mpuUlion Center 
Cambridge, Mass.

Time-sharing a digital computer is subject to two cor.- 
mon interpretations One can mean using different parts of 
the hardware at the same time for different tasks, or one cm 
mean several persons making use of the computer at the 
same time.The first meaning, often called multiprogramm.ng. 
is oriented towards hardware efficiency in the sense of 
attempting to attain complete utilization of all components 
The second meaning of time-sharing, which is meant bee. 
is primarily concerned with the efficiency of persons trying 
to use a computer. Computer efficiency must still be con
sidered but only in the perspective of the total sjytm 
utility.

The motivation for time-shared computer usage arises oat 
of the slow man-computer interaction rate possible with the 
bigger, more-advanced computers. This rate has changed little 
(and become worse in some cases) in the last decade of wide
spread computer use. The desired performance of a time- 
shared computer will be discussed as well as specific hardware 
programming and usage problems. The operational charac
teristics of an experimental time sharing programming $j>- 
term prepared for an IBM 7090 will be described Consid
eration will be given to the design compromises and to the 
future avenues of improvement.

SAUCER

Write today for detailed technical information to

mfg. co., inc.
WOODSTOCK, N. Y. — ORiole 9-2401 
West Coast: Rotron/Pacific, 

® Glendale, Calif. - Victoria 9-3712

Thursday, May 3, 2 p.m. to 5 p.m., Gold Room
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Today at Hughes you will find one of the 
country's most active space-electronics or
ganizations. Important new and continuing 
projects, including SURVEYOR, SYNCOM, 
ARPAT, BAMBI and POLARIS guidance sys
tems are growing at unprecedented rates.

This vigor promises the qualified engineer or 
scientist more and bigger opportunities for 
both professional and personal growth.

Many immediate openings exist. The engi
neers selected for these positions will be as
signed to the following design tasks: the 
development of high power airborne radar 
transmitters,the design of which involves use

Creating a ne«v w.ortd witn
I--------------------------------

of the most advanced components; the de
sign of low noise radar receivers using para
metric amplifiers; solid state masers and 
other advanced microwave components; ra
dar data processing circuit design, including 
range and speed trackers, crystal filter cir
cuitry and a variety of display circuits; high 
efficiency power supplies for airborne and 
space electronic systems; telemetering and 
command circuits for space vehicles, timing, 
control and display circuits for the Hughes 
COLIDAR* (Coherent Light Detection and 
Ranging).
If you are interested and believe that you can 
contribute, make your appointment today.

. circuit
designers ...isyour

appointment in space with Hughes?
Please airmail your resume to:

Mr. Robert A. Martin 
Supervisor of Scientific Employment 

Hughes Aerospace Divisions 
11940 W. Jefferson Blvd. 
Culver City 12, California

We promise you a reply within one week.

electronics

S29

iHUGHES!
I------------------------------------------------------

hughes aircraft COMPANY 
aerospace DIVISIONS 

An eaual opportunity employer.
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Sec our equipment at the S JCC Booth 4 15

Chairman:
Harold K Skramuzd
Nav.il Ordnance Laboratory
Corona, California

200 DATA GENERATOR
Programmed serial data in 1 or 2 channels
Cycle length selectable up to 100 bits
Clock rate variable to 2mc
Fully controllable output signal characteristics

104 PULSE GENERATOR
Repetition rate to lOmc 
±40v into 50 ohms output 
Pulse width from 20 nanosec. to 500 / sec. 
Delay from 50 nanosec to 10 millisec.

T hursday, May 3, 2 p.m. to 5 p.m., Peacock Court 
(Af<rr<fc Hopkins Hotel)

on page 32)

SESSION K
DDA and Hybrid Computation

1.,

U.

MORE SJCC (Thursday)
ot machine to man s problems.

Subjects to be discussed arc

(I ) Identifying necessary and sufficient conditions (eco
nomic, political, sociological, psychological, cultural, mili
tary, religious, moral, ethical, idcalogical, legal and semantic; 
for preventing major international conflicts—conflicts fc-r 
whose resolution nations seriously consider all-out nuclei.' 
war as an acceptable instrument, (2) generating alternitne 
models of society whose most important property is that they 
meet these necessary and sufficient conditions, (3) gener
ating alternative routes of getting from our present world 
condition to a no-major-conflict condition of society.

In the event of conflict, peace research concentrates on (4) 
generating alternative nondestructive conflict-resolution 
policies and strategics, and (5) generating detailed waysef 
implementing these policies in practice.

Papers will be integrated with a continuity of subject 
matter from paper to paper The format and content of the 
session may be considered as a very small scale model of the 
whole process of analyzing important sociological problems 
and solving them with the aid of computers.

horn, with each succeeding lens located 
in the near field of its predecessor and 
restricting the divergence of the rays. 
Such lines have been built at 23 kmc 
with a 1-meter spacing between lenses, 
yielding a loss of 0.05 db per meter.

Simmons' talk concluded with a dem
onstration of millimeter wave equip
ment using a 70-kmc generator, ferrite 
isolator and modulator, directional cou
pler, frequency meter, attenuator, horn, 
paraboloid, and a TE..i rotary joint. By 
using a frequency doubler to generate 
1 40 kmc, a transmission path between 
two 2-in. lenses was established.

— FRANK L. HENNESSEY

MORE TRANSMISSION
wave where only a very small percen
tage of the field is inside the dielectric. 
The H-guide uses a thin slab of dielec
tric guiding a surface wave, with two 
metal plates restricting the extent of the 
field in the H-plane.

For all of the surface-wave-type 
lines the biggest problem is the transi
tion from the typical TE»o rectangular- 
guide-generator output to the desired 
mode. These transitions are generally 
long and somewhat inefficient. The 
beam waveguide, also due to Goubeau, 
uses a series of dielectric lenses, the 
first collimating a beam from a small

Design of a One-Megacycle Iteration Rate DDA
R. E. Bradley, Design Engineer 

J F Genna, Project Engineer
Hazchine Technical Development Center, Inc. Induiupuli. Ini

This paper discusses the special design features of a digital 
differential analyzer (DDA) which operates at a rate of cce 
million iterations per second. SPEDAC (Solid-state ParaLei 
Expandable Differential Analyzer Computer) feamres paral
lel organization of the integrators, serial-parallel arithmetic 
within the iteration cycle, 26-bit word length, and the integral 
inclusion of a multi-function digital function generator. The 
computer is programmed in analog computer fashion by 
means of plug board interconnection of the integrators.

To achieve a one-megacycle iteration rate, the arithmecc 
circuits operate at a six-megacycle clock rate. Trapezcihl

The Digital Differential Analyzer or DDA is a special 
purpose digital computer of the incremental type which has 
the ability to solve differential equation problems with high 
efficiency. Programmed in the manner of analog computers, 
but free of analog limitations on precision, they are being 
increasingly used in real-time simulation and centre!, cue 
primarily to the order of magnitude increases in speed atta.n- 
ablc in recent years.

The first paper "Design of a One-Megacycle Iteration Rate 
DDA" describes a new DDA of exceptionally high speti 
The second paper "DDA Error Analysis Using Sampled 
Data Techniques" is a thorough analytical study of the errors 
produced in DDA’s in which a conceptually simple errer 
theory is evolved.

The third paper "Hybrid Techniques for Optimizanaa 
Problems" describes a hybrid technique, combining analog 
and digital hardware, for minimizing a function dependent 
on the solution of a set of differential equations, by means or 
a systematic search procedure in parameter space.

ORCHARD 1-7713 OREGON 8-3983 
Data Syatcma • Pulse Instrumentation 
509 HINiWY AVE INGLEWOOD 1. CALIF

Panelists:
Robert M Barnvlt. zfwi Kestarch Center. Mnfittt Fieh. CM- 
\X . N McLean, Korth American Aviation. Angtln. CM 
Fred Shaver. Aeronautic' and Space AJmini'iraticn.

Marthall Space Flight Center, Hunliiille. Ah.

. . . This compnay owned and 
operated by Charles V. Litton, 
was located in San Carlos prior 
to moving facilities to Brass 
Valley, Calif., in 1953.
—From a news item in the San Mateo 

Times, March 27, 1962.
Closer to the source of supply, no doubt.—Ed.

Transistor circuit designers: realizing only part of your potential? 
Ampex can make your job picture complete. For at Ampex you'll be given free reign to de
sign new transistor circuits for the world’s most advanced tape recorders or core memories. 
And supervise their development from breadboarding to working model. (And you'll work 
in a sunny, ideal area: either Redwood City, near glittering San Francisco, or Culver City 
in Southern California.) You can qualify if you have a BSEE, 2 to 6 years experience 
in instrumentation, video, audio and pulse circuit design and knowl- ----------------------------
edge of transistorized power supplies and electro/mechanical closed A IDIP Y
Innn control servos. Write: Mr. John D. Doolittle, Office of Scientific /alWllli 
Placement, Ampex Corporation, 2402 Bay Road, Redwood City, Calif. LZZZZZZZZZZ'
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Plastics/Osramics for Electronics
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. Excellent electrical
i as a powder and a

juicu iiiiv* a i.y..— •- o » ) — it can
not burn and is highly resistant to nuclear radiation.

For Ceramic Dielectrics with 
Ultra High Temperature Service 
(up to 3000° F) . . . rely on

ECCOCERAM 
©EMBEDMENT COMPOUNDS ©ADHESIVES ©SEALANTS

■

I 1 fl Li

5

1
JI

Emerson & Cuming, Inc.
Canton, Massachusetts • 604 W. 182nd St. (Gardena), L.A., Calif

23275 Montclaire Court, L„ A|.o.’’ Caltfomla

ECCOCERAM" SM-25
Ceramic Encapsulent for 2000° F Service.

An inorganic encapsulent for electronic components and circuits 
properties. Volume resistivity (at 1000° F) is above 107 ohm-cm. Supplied 
liquid which when mixed, is poured into a cavity. After curing (250° F) — 
be subjected to 2000° F. Will u:£u,y niiriea

ECCOCERAM R CS
Ceramic Bonding, Sealing and Potting Compound.Outstanding adhesion to ceramics, glass, metal. For potting electrical components or circuits, 

cementing metal or ceramic parts for high temperature service — and for sealing high 
temperature wiring.

ECCOCERAMS; 21
2500° F Ceramic Embedment Compound.Physical and electrical properties far superior to most. Negligible shrinkage on cure.

Supplied as a two-component system — used as a conventional casting resin. Following 
a moderate temperature cure, high temperature exposure is possible.

ECCOCERAM® WL-52
Low viscosity one-part Ceramic Adhesive and Sealant.

ECCOCERAM® HI K
High Temperature Adjusted Dielectric Constant Ceramic Sheet, available in dielectric constants from 5 to 90.

ECCOCERAM® QC
Quartz Embedment Compound and Cement for 2500° F Service.

For FREE literature on any or all of the above, write:
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", . . about the blind ad we ran in 
the paper. It was answered by 
eighty-three percent of our engi

neer s!'1

MORE SJCC (Thursday)
integration is performed. Initial conditions and lunctico 
generator breakpoints and slopes arc stored as parallel wordj 
in a multiplane magnetic core memory The use of a paxallcl 
memory is exploited to permit direct parallel communicatica 
and hybrid operation with external large-scale general-pet- 
pose digital computers.

DD/\ Error Analysis Using Sampled Data Techniques
Don J. Nelson

University *•( Nebraska, Department of Engineering, Linonn. Nib

The Z or VC'-Transforms may be combined with matrii 
techniques to analyze errors in digital differential analyzers 
This analysis demonstrates how errors in the solution cf 
linear differential equations with constant coefficients can 
be simply determined and how solutions to these equations 
can be developed, the accuracy of which is limited only by 
round-off.

rlalorulonj..9m .

Model 34-12
RIDL analyzers are used in AEC in
stallations, universities, and military, 
medical and industrial facilities. Long 
range planning has provided many 
improvements. All comparable sub
assemblies in current production are 
directly interchangeable with more 
than 200 Transistorized Analyzers in 
the field. Great acceptance has de
veloped from efforts to give the best 
possible service for the finest instru
ments available.

Hybrid Techniques Applied to Optimization Problem!
Hans S. Witscnhauscn

Hiitronu AvMKiati-v, Inc, Princeton, N J

z\ hybrid system is described consisting of a general p-r- 
posc analog computer and a specially designed digital expm 
sion system ( DES). One of rhe functions of this expansion 
is tn act as an intelligent operator of the analog high speed 
computing capability. To this end, the expansion contain! 
logic building blocks (essentially flip flops and gates I inter
connected on a patch-panel Switching commands arc trans
mitted from the DES to analog gates, memory units an! 
mode control Comparators transmit quantized informatico 
from the analog to rhe DES.

Application of this simplest capability of the hybrid ap
proach is illustrated for the optimization problem, stated ai 
follows:

z\ function dependent on the solution of a set of differ
ential and or algebraic equations containing adjustable para
meters is to be minimized by systematic search procedures 
in parameter space. Among the applications arc model build
ing, process optimization and matching of boundary condi
tions. One possible procedure has been selected for illustra
tion and its hybrid implementation is carried out for the 
general n-parameter case. Exploratory runs determine ap- 
proximate partial derivatives from which a quantized direc
tion is determined. Steps are taken in this direction until 
lack of improvement forces a redetermination of partials 
The techniques of programming the DES and the hybrid 
interconnections arc emphasized.

— end —

a medium or a beam passing through 
a hole in the center of two concentric 
media. In the latter case, one of the 
media can be dispersive or both can be 
non-dispersive. Very high interaction 
resistance can be obtained by passing 
the beam through a plasma. Ferrites 
also give very high resistance at res
onance, but the interaction resistance 
is low at any other point.

Coherent radiation can be obtained 
when a bunched beam is decelerated or 
when it passes through a second me
dium (transition radiation). It is possible 
to bunch a beam at eight millimeters 
and either of these schemes should pro
duce harmonics through the thirtieth 
The simplest deceleration scheme in
volves directing the electron beam 
against a metal plate such as the col
lector of an ordinary vacuum tube. 
Transition radiation can be obtained by 
passing a beam through a thin sheet 
of plastic. Experiments show that a V4- 
mil thick Mylar sheet will withstand a 
megavolt beam for about one hour.

All of the devices described employ 
aperture outputs and the power can be 
transmitted through lenses or other op
tical systems. A major problem at this 
time is the detection of millimeter power 
and much work remains to be done in 
this area. —R. J. PRICKETT

WANTED- JTECHN,CAL 
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lecture review
TWO ROUTES TO 

THE MILLIMETER WAVES
Early in March Dr. Paul Coleman of 

the University of Illinois presented the 
final talk in a series of four lectures on 
millimeter waves. This group of tutorial 
lectures, presented at Stanford Univer
sity, was jointly sponsored by the PGAP, 
PGED, and PGMTT. Coleman confined 
his talk to methods other than the usual 
vacuum-tube systems, for these devices 
were covered in an earlier lecture in 
the series.

There are only two known schemes 
for generating millimeter waves, the 
classical system using electron-beam 
interaction and the quantum technique 
employing different energy states in a 
medium. Both systems present the same 
four problems: maintaining signal co
herence, producing a characteristic fre
quency, containing the field, and con
verting energy from one form to another.

Several quantum techniques are cur
rently being examined. The laser offers 
some interesting possibilities, one of 
which is to beat signals from two of 
them together in a nonlinear medium 
to obtain the difference frequency. It 
should also be possible to obtain inter
ferometer modes from a laser. The big
gest problem in using the usual maser 
system is the difficulty in producing the 
necessary pump frequency, but some of 
these could be optically pumped to a 
higher energy state. Both NH3 and HCN 
can produce harmonic frequencies 
through quantum processes when 
pumped with fields of the order of 10 
kv/cm. The interferometer modes of a 
laser can also be used to bunch an 
electron beam traveling at an angle to 
the plane wave in the laser. An exper
imental device of this type, operating in 
the low microwave region, has pro
duced four milliwatts output power with 
600 milliwatts of driving power.

The Cerenkov effect offers consider
able promise as a source of millimeter 
wave power. Typical configurations in
clude a beam passing through a hole in
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Your Tung-Sol Representative:
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PULSE CODE GENERATOR
The Type 200 with Type C variable width plug-in gen
erates a sequence of 50 separate voltage levels or 
increments. The mam feature of the ,,C” unit is that 
each of these 50 increments is separately adjustable 
in width.
Type 200

This filamentary, high vacuum tube 
has a fluorescent anode and will re
place neon lamps in computer cir
cuits. Its high impedance and small 
signal requirements make it ideal for 
transistorized circuits.

Why don’t you get the benefit of 
Tung-Sol component knowledge 
and experience too? Tung-Sol com
ponents—whether transistors, rubes 
or silicon rectifiers—fill virtually 
every military, commercial and en
tertainment requirement with unex
celled dependability. For quick and 
efficient technical assistance in the 
application of all Tung-Sol compo
nents, contact:

• >••••****' ’qooooooooo
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PCM-PWM TELEMETRY

Other Exact Instruments Include: Type 250 Function Generator for 
Sine — Square — Ramp — Triangle Waveforms. Ask for Details.

We also represent...
• BIRO ELECTRONIC CORP.

RF Wattmeters, Loads, Filters
. GREIBACH INSTRUMENT CORP

Super Precision Laboratory Meters
• KROHN-HITE CORP.

O?cWiHator?P,ieS- E'eCtrOnic

• millivac instruments, inc
. VBBiS

Standard Frequency Receivers

VAN GROOS COMPANY
ELECTRONIC SALES ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES
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21051 CoiUnso Street. WoooUtW HiW OUmood 0 3131

NORTHERN CAIUORNA OFFICE

1178 Loi Altos Avtnuc Los Altos WH-ttcMl 8 7266

EVERYTHING YOU NEED

erates a sequence of 50 individually adjustable slope 
segments. The main feature of the “A'' unit is that 
each of these 50 increments may be independently 
varied in slope and voltage level, allowing discontin
uous waveforms to be generated.
Type 200 $1925 Type A $400
The Type 200 with Type F variable slope plug-in gen
erates a sequence of 50 individually adjusted slope 
segments. The mam features of the ,,F" unit are the 
-f- and 25 volt range of each slope, the total lack 
of discontinuity between slope segments and the trig
gering flexibility.
Type 200 $1925

Type C $350

Type F $350

The Type 200 with Type E 100 increment plug-in gen
erates a sequence of 100 separate voltage levels or 
increments. The mam feature of the “E" unit is the 
ability to generate a program of 10O voltage levels.

Type E $350
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Same day shipment
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Editor, the Grid
Dear Sir:

I'd like to suggest that, instead of 
merging with the AIEE, the IRE should

TECH 
STOK INC

LOS ANGELES
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SAN DIEGO

WE 7-0780
DA 5-3251
AC 2-1121

r e t u r n s
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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TECH-STOK
is exclusive distributor for:

■ELMAf? £L£CT-RONICS
140 Eleventh Street • Oakland 7, California 

Tel: TE 4-3311 • TWX: —OA73

LD C ALLY 
Available
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ELECTRONICS
DISTRIBUTORS

ELECTRONICS I 
DBSTRIBUTIDN

PLUsI

WELDMATIC 
welding accessories

@ BURROUGHS
NIXIES®

TECH-STOK provides 
service on modifications, 
specials and systems for:

ERA power supplies 

fh BURROUGHS
readout devices

m i ii ptnivni PHILBRICK 
analog devices and amplifiers

Editor, the Grid,
Dear Sir:

I'm glad to see that you are deter
mined to keep sex out of the Grid at 
any cost. See photo caption, page 12, 
March 15 issue.

Sincerely yours,
Bill Patton

To sharp-eyed reader Pation, the Sigmund Freud 
Award (conscious division) for 1962 to date. To 
the Grid composing and proofreading depart
ments, a ioint citation for the Sigmund Freud 
Award (unconscious division).—Ed.

break up into specialized groups—not 
necessarily exactly along the lines of 
the professional groups, as these over
lap each other in many cases. The AIEE 
might also break up in a similar way, 
those groups having common interests 
with IRE groups merging with those 
groups.

In this way, we can avoid the con
flicts between the IRE and the AIEE as 
to who owns which field, and the con
flicts within the IRE and within the AIEE 
too. We should remember that it is a 
false dilemma to ask to which organi
zation the field of magnetohydrody
namics belongs; it is not a proper IRE 
nor AIEE field. The IRE is trying to in
clude too much, eg., writing and 
speech!

It seems perfectly reasonable for the 
IRE, AIEE, or some combination (pre
ferably having at least a grammatical 
name) to coordinate and assist the 
groups mentioned above. But it should 
not drain from them any technical pa
pers, written or oral; I can see no legiti
mate purpose in a technical meeting 
attended by 100,000 people nor a 
journal that weighs several pounds that 
would not be better served by some
thing more specialized.

Not all the fields encompassed by the 
AIEE and IRE can be accurately categor
ized as engineering, and, if a merger 

(Continued on page 36)
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E.E. you? thinking data systems
RCA Data Systems Division, Van Nuys, California, is the foun
dation for much of the creative thinking taking place today in 
aerospace communication, in fulfilling its charter for the creation, 
development and production of ground based military data 
systems, this modern facility is making significant contributions 
in space age technology.
Scientists and engineers with experience and interest in expand
ing man's capability in military data systems are invited to in
quire about the professional opportunities at RCA Data Systems 
Division, an equal opportunity employer. Just call or write:

Mr. M. S. Croner, EMpire 4-8111 
RCA Dara Systems Division 
Dept. A-96, 8500 Balboa Blvd. 
Van Nuys, California

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

fSTMS
FOUNDATION 
FOR THOUGHT
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MODEL MC-1, 
22x36” Top Deck, 
34” above floor. Easy 
rolling 5xl.5”wheels 
with ballbearings. 
Rubber or Formica 
decks. Strong, arc- 
welded steel tubing, 
finished grey. Load 
capacity 500 lbs.

Many 
other models!

If you are one of the too many engineers 
still carrying equipment ’round their labs, 
it’s time you wrote for the Technibilt catalog 
of instrument carts. Once you mobile-ize your 
equipment your job will be easier, and 
you will have more time for productive work.

TECHNIBILT
GLENDALE 1, CALIF.
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Stanford Research Institute is 
seeking Engineers or Physicists 
experienced in

WEAPONS SYSTEMS EVALUATION 
to:

—Analyze operational capability 
of proposed systems to provide 
technical support to R & D plan
ners.

—Examine technological and en
vironmental implications upon 
over-all systems capability.

A degree in Physics or Engineering is re
quired. Advanced degrees ore preferred. 
In addition, a minimum of 3-5 years of 
systems experience is desired. Emphasis 
IS Placed on a willingness to become suit 
ably familiar with a wide range of tech
nological areas to evaluate their implica
tions upon systems performance.

Please send resume or call
R. K. Ditmore 

DAvenport 6-6200, Ext. 3440

STANFORD 
RESEARCH
INSTITUTE

Menlo Park, California
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Very truly yours,
Louis Fein
Senior Member, IRE

liberately ascertained? By what means? 
Was the sampling method and the in
terrogation procedure soundly selected? 
With what confidence are the results 
stated?

What reorganization possibilities were 
considered by the leaderships? Were 
they all considered in light of how they 
might best meet the needs of the mem
bers and their profession as determined 
by a sound sampling and interrogation 
plan? By what criteria were all but one 
plan—to merge the IRE and the AIEE— 
eliminated from further consideration?

CUSHMAN ELECTRONICS, INC.
166 San Lazaro Avenue 

Sunnyvale, California 
Phone: 408 RE 9-6760

april 15, 1962

MORE LETTERS
of some sort is to take place, it would 
seem appropriate to recognize this 
fact in the name of the new institute, 
e g., Institute of Radio Science, Elec
trical Engineering, Etc. (IRSEEE), which 
is much easier to pronounce than IEEE.

Sincerely yours,
Nelson M Blachman

. . . Should not the IRE and AIEE sep
arately and jointly, find out what is 
needed before presenting organize 
tional issues for all but irrevocable de
cisions to their members? I suggest 
that they stop preparing a constitution, 
bylaws, and other agreements for a 
merged IRE-AIEE, and start (with the 
aid of professional help) an objective 
study and evaluation of the present and 
near-future purposes, objectives and in
terests of their members, and ascertain 
how well or poorly the present organi
zational structure, policies, and prac
tices are serving these purposes and 
interests, and attaining these objectives 
Only after this is done, should each 
organization separately and jointly 
(again with the aid of professional help) 
select alternative organizational struc-

Palo Alto, Calif. 
February 27, 1 962 

Open Letter to Members 
Dear Sirs:

Is it possible, that in debating the 
only issue presented to them—to merge 
or not to merge—the members of the 
IRE and of the AIEE are considering a 
pseudo-solution to their problems? In
deed, will an all but irrevocable de
cision to merge both institutes best serve 
the present and near future interests of 
the memberships and of their profes
sions? May a merger leave fundamen
tal problems urgently requiring solu
tion virtually unaffected and perhaps 
raise more difficult questions than it 
settles? Is the frantic activity to produce 
a constitution and bylaws and to solve 
the "mechanical" problems of merging 
giving us a false sense of accomplish- 
ment?

Have the present memberships' inter
ests, objectives, and problems been de-

Required by fast-growing Electronic Instrument 

Manufacturer in non-military market.

Experience and excellent educational background required.

(Masters Degree or equivalent minimum).

All fringe benefits plus possible stock ownership.

We are looking for an exceptionally qualified man.

Salary to meet mutual level of requirements.

Interview information strictly confidential.

tures and put them to a referendum. In
deed, I would suggest that the presen
tation of each such issue to the members 
be accompanied by a statement of how 
the alternatives were arrived at, and of 
the chain of reasoning used to show 
how they might serve the already iden
tified purposes, objectives, and interests 
of the members . . .

Determinations such as these will re
veal what is right and what is wrong 
with the IRE and AIEE now, and what 
should be done in the future. It may 
indeed turn out that to merge or not to 
merge is truly the key issue. If that be 
so, the investigation might seem to 
have engendered an unwarranted de
lay. This delay will have been all to 
the good, however, for it will have 
shown how the merged organization 
should function—and why . .

I suggest, therefore, that the IRE and 
AIEE, Grst separately and then together, 
plan and carry out a program, prefer
ably with as much outside professional 
help as is needed, to determine the pur
poses, interests, and objectives of their 
members; to evaluate the present or
ganizational structure, policies, and 
practices in the light of these purposes, 
interests, and objectives; and then to 
present to both memberships the issues 
and the alternatives together with their 
rationale.

P S. . . . Although I am not a mem
ber of the AIEE, I serve on its Computer 
Systems subcommittee. I have observed 
that in the computer-related fields there 
is little difference between IRE and AIEE 
members' qualifications, interests, and 
biases, or between the subject matter 
of their publications and meetings. The 
overlap is complete, except that the 
computer standardization committees of 
the two groups are at odds.—L.F.

Dear Mr. Fein:
Your "Open Letter" of February 27 to IRE and 

AlEE members raises many interesting points, any 
one of which is sufficiently stimulating to provoke 
a lively discussion, and, all of which, it seems to 
me in summary, relate to the kind of organization 
wanted and needed by the individual members of 
both societies. . . The belief is universally 
shared among us that the IRE is now a good so
ciety which performs a useful service for its 
members, but not a perfect one; that it has 
evolved during its 50-year life to its present form 
in response to members' needs which represent o 
very large number of inputs over a long-time base

The proposed merger of IRE and AIEE, it op
pears to us, is a logical evolutionary step toward 
the goal of a better society. In our opinion, the 
IEEE, if if comes into being, will leave much to 
be desired and accomplished Needs must be met 
as they evolve ond change, and we feel basically 
that the future officers, directors, and members 
will, with the IEEE, hove a more flexible and 
viable structure with which to meet those needs 
than will be the case if IRE and AIEE remain 

separate . . .
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Previous sales experience not 
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provided if necessary.

An opportunity exists in a grow
ing sales organization fora young 
Electronics Engineer to get into 
the exciting sales end of the in
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* E.E. degree

* 3years practical experience

* a liking for meeting people
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That is his profession.... and much more! Our sales engineers are 
all highly experienced men, capable of offering you the finest 
industry-wide talent and the most personable of service.
LET US HEAR FROM YOU...

Palo Alto Transfer’s experienced movers with specialized equipment take 
the work and worry out of any moving job. Delicate electronic equipment, 
for example, travels safe and secure in a custom-built electronic van. Whether 
your next move involves electronic equipment, household goods or an entire 
office or plant, choose Palo Alto Transfer . .. Teamed with Allied Van Lines, 
world’s largest mover, to deliver the goods anywhere.
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Rational Instrument Laboratories. *

accurately
simply
reliably

Adam Lender is now associated with 
Lenkurt Electric Co's advanced develop
ment laboratory. Lender moved to Len
kurt Electric from the International Tele
phone and Telegraph Federal Labora
tories in Nutley, N. J.

CITI, of Soest, Netherlands, has been 
appointed exclusive sales representa
tive in The Netherlands for Beckman & 
Whitley, Inc., photoinstruments, it was 
announced recently by the San Carlos 
company.

Laminar flow ele
ments give highest 
possible accuracy, 
linear scale.

V A/ t

meters flowing 
gases

The appointment of David B. Kennedy 
as sales manager of the equipment sales 
department for the western develop
ment laboratories of Philco Corporation 
has been announced. Prior to joining 
Philco a year ago as sales engineer in 
the antenna systems department, he 
was with D. S. Kennedy & Co., Cohas
set, Mass.

I many client firms 

and East Coast.

Carad Corporation has appointed 
Robert W. Rowe to the post of chief en
gineer. Since November of 1 957 Rowe 
has served as chief engineer of Pulse 
Engineering, Inc.

april 15, 1962
i

John M. Phelps has been named vice 
president of operations of Granger As
sociates. Phelps retired from the Navy 
last year and joined the firm in Novem
ber as assistant to the president.

Full Scale Ranges:
Min., 20 cc/min.
Max., 300 CFM

Specials Available
Request Bulletin 153 and blank spec

This type flowmeter 
has proved itself 
for laboratory, 
plant, field test, 
and OEM use.

on both the West

Three new members have been add
ed to the technical staff of the research 
and development laboratory of Fair
child Semiconductor. Edward Duffek 
and Arthur E. Lewis will serve in the 
chemistry section. Everett Guthrie has 
joined the microwave physics section.

Recent appointments at the recon
naissance systems laboratory of Syl
vania Electronic Systems include: Wil
liam D. Barkhau, marketing manager; 
Donald A. Peterson, engineering spe
cialist; and George C. Bryne, senior en
gineering specialist.

Hewlett-Packard Company has an
nounced the election of three new mem
bers to its board of directors: E. E. van 
Bronkhorst, secretary and treasurer of 
the company; Robert M. Brown, San 
Francisco attorney; and Russel V. Lee, 
M.D., Palo Alto physician.

Drop in for a

Fairchild Semiconductor has appoint
ed Christopher F. Coburn to the new 
post of international marketing mana
ger. He was most recently district sales 
manager for Rheem Semiconductor in 
Mountain View.

wescon news
SCIENCE-FAIR JUDGES

William R. Luebke, Eitel-McCullough, 
Inc., has been appointed chairman of 
the Section committee charged with the 
responsibility of judging exhibits for 
the Section at the Ninth Annual Bay 
Area Science Fair, leading to participa
tion in the Wescon Future Engineers 
Show. Other members of the committee 
are-. John L. Putz, G.E. microwave prod
uct section, alternate chairman; Robert 
DeGrasse, Microwave Electronics; John 
Grigsby, Applied Technology; Malcolm 
McWhorter, Stanford electronics labora
tory; and Howard Poulter, Hewlett-Pack
ard Co.

Actual judging was scheduled to take 
place on April 6 before the Fair is of
ficially open to the public. Selectees for 
participation in Wescon will be an
nounced at a later time.

Eitel-McCullough, Inc., has announced 
1961 profits of 24 cents per share. Net 
sales for the firm in 1961 were slightly 
in excess of $27,000,000, compared 
with 1960 net sales of $28,308,038.

Recruiting Associates
(A Division of the Permanent 

Employment Agency)

825 San Antonio Rd. Palo Alto 
DA 6-0744

A grant of nearly $1,300,000 from 
the National Science Foundation will 
purchase a 1 5-mev Van de Graaff tan
dem accelerator for use in an expanding 
program of low-energy physics research 
at Stanford University.

Under the direction of Walter E. 
Meyerhof, the accelerator will be em
ployed to study the forces that bind 
particles of the nucleus together.

| and learn about the opportunities 

for career advancement with our

R. W. THOM P S O N A SSOC■, INC

DISTRIBUTORS FOR^y-V''*’ 

4 13$ Cl CAMINO

Premmco Inc. announces the addition 
of distribution facilities under the name 
Premmco Distributors, Alameda, for 
Heli-Coil Products and other fastener 
and associated tooling items.

Implementing this new service, Rich
ard A. Teel, formerly liaison engineer 
with Douglas Aircraft, and D. Edmund 
Knight, formerly with Raymond Kimball 
Company, have joined the Premmco lo
cal staff.

i (Companies pay the fee, of course.)

Professional & Technical
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builds custom 
microwave components 
in record time
M-C-S supplied many of the precision components 
for this Vanan parametric amplifier. We worked 
with Varian on the design and development 
of these components — then built them to exacting 
specifications, on a rush schedule.

We’ll work with you, too, on the same basis. Or you 
can choose from over 200 standard microwave 
components —all described in Catalog -861. Write.

□ SYSTEMS CORPORATION
1001 S. Mountain Ave., Monrovia, Calif. • ELIiott 7-3285

advertise m e n t s

THICKNESS GAGE
A new beta backscatter gage, the 

Betascope, based on an original de
velopment of the Boeing Company, pro
vides accurate thickness readings of 
ultra-thin coatings in the low micro-inch 
range.

The base-coating combinations that 
can be measured run into the thou
sands. Among the coatings that have 
successfully been measured with this 
gage are: Gold on printed circuit 
boards; silver on copper; rhodium on 
nickel; metallic oxides on Mylar, glass, 
and other substrates; etc.

One of the outstanding features of 
the Betascope is that measurements 
can be made on odd-shaped parts, as 
it requires only an extremely small 
measuring areas. Measurements are ac
curate, rapid, and nondestructive 
_ Twin City Testing Corporation, P.O.

------j York.

LAB FURNITURE
New series of modular laboratory 

work stations features flush-type sliding 
doors and 6-in. sectional shelving on 
adjustable racks. Moderate cost units 
ore applicable for electronic labora
tories and clean rooms. Available in 
three standard colors and with an as
sortment of top surface materials and 
configurations, the equipment will ac
commodate integral electrical outlets 
and standard accessories such as 
drawers, service bearing standards, 
overshelves, exhaust hoods, etc.

Leitch-Huard Corp., Stark & Commer
cial St., Manchester, N. H.

MINIATURE INDUCTOR
Commercial production of a new 

line of tiny r-f inductors is announced. 
Known as the Type 09 Mini-Stab, it 
has a body diameter of 0.095 ±0.003, 
with a length of 0.250 ±0.010. In
ductance values from 0.10 A*h to 100 
ph are available. Inductance tolerance 
is ±10 per cent, with a distributed ca
pacitance of 0.5 M/*f to 2.0 /*/*f. The 
rated current, based on 90C ambient 
and 35C maximum temperature rise, 
ranges from 165 to 1660 ma.

Other features include rugged con
struction, standard color coding, elec
trical stability, and stock availability. 
The Type 09 Mini-Stab is designed to 
meet the applicable requirements of 
MIL-C-15305.

Jeffers Electronics Division of Speer 
Carbon Company, Inc., DuBois, Penna. 
Representatives are Long & Associates, 
505 Middlefield Road, Redwood City, 
Calif. (EM 9-3324)
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ICONIX DIGITAL TEST 
EQUIPMENT & SYSTEMS

May 15 — 800-word abstracts, ten 
copies, and biography of author for 9th 
National Symposium on Reliability and 
Quality Control (San Francisco; Jan. 22- 
24, 1963). Send to-. Leslie W. Ball, Boe

ing Co., P.O. Box 3707, Seattle 24, 
Washington.

May 3-4—International Congress on 
Human Factors in Electronics. Lafayette 
Hotel, Long Beach, Calif No exhibits. 
Program: John W. Senders, Minneapolis 
Honeywell Regulator Co., 2600 Ridge
way Rd., Minneapolis 40, Minn.

june ]—50 word abstract for 15th 
Annual Conference on Engineering in 
Biology and Medicine (Chicago, Nov 
4-7). Send to: Program Committee, P.O 
Box 1475, Evanston, Illinois.

May 24-26—Seventh Region Confer
ence. Olympic Hotel, Seattle, Washing
ton. Exhibits: Century 21 Fairgrounds. 
Program: T. G Dolby, 3220 99th N.E., 
Bellevue, Washington.

April 25-29- Western Space Age In
dustries and Engineering Exposition/ 
Conference. Cow Palace, San Francisco.

June 11—400- to 500-word abstracts 
in triplicate and 50-word summaries for 
NEREM (Boston; Nov. 5-7). Send to- I. 
Goldstein, Raytheon Co., Box 555, Hart
well Road, Bedford, Mass.
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May 1-3 — Spring Joint Computer 
Conference. Fairmont Hotel, San Fran
cisco Exhibits John Ball, Pacific Tele
phone Co., 3240 Arden Way, Sacra-

April 20—1 000-word summaries, au
thor and title for National Symposium 
on Space Electronics and Telemetry 
(Miami Beach, Oct. 2-4). Send to: Dr. 
Joachim Muehlner, Lockheed Missiles & 
Space Co., Bldg. 204, Plant 2, P O. Box 
504, Sunnyvale, Calif.

April 19—Northern California Sec 
tion, American Society of Lubrication 
Engineers. "New Concepts in Lubnca 
tion by Douglas Godfrey, California 
Research Corp. Spengers Fish Grotto, 
University Ave , Berkeley Dinner: 7 p-m 
(social hour, 6 p-m). No reservations 
required

May 27-June 2—University of Cali
fornia Extension, fifth annual leader
ship laboratory in human relations and 
supervisory skills. Ojai Valley Inn, Ojai. 
Information: University of California En
gineering and Physical Sciences Exten
sion, UCLA, Los Angeles 24.

incorporated

. . e e

May 28-30—First Annual Convention 
of the American Association for Con
tamination Control. Jack Tar Hotel, San 
Francisco. Registration and exhibits: 
Donald M. Petersen, Central Vacuum 
Corporation, 3008 E. Olympic Blvd., Los 
Angeles 23, Californio.

Simplified equipment for sophisticated functions 
expresses the Iconix design philosophy. From a 
basic group of digital building blocks, Iconix can 
tailor an instrument or a system to your specific 
performance parameters, with minimum complexity, 
maximum economy. Because the basic units are 
simplified to the utmost, and because all-solid-state 
design is used throughout, reliability is of an ex
tremely high order.
Iconix digital test equipment has been proven in 
use in the laboratory, in system use in the field, 
and in specialized applications such as human 
factors engineering. Standard digital products in
clude Programmed Pulse Generators « Preset 
Counters • Time Interval, and Waveform Generators 
• Digital Sorting-limit Detectors • Transducers; 
Voltage-to-light.
Automatic or manual programming of a sequence 
(or frame) of time intervals and waveforms can be 
varied in increments as short as 1 /zsec when a 
single frame output is desired. Periodic frame 
presentation is limited by storage reset time so 
that only 10 /isec increments are possible.

O f

mento. Program: Richard I. Tanoko, 
Lockheed, Dept. 58-51, Palo Alto.

April 16—Women's Association of the 
Electronic Industry. Caravan Inn, 4375 
El Camino Real, Mountain View. Dinner: 
7:00 p-m (social hour, 6:30 p-m). Speak
er: William J Swanson, Irving Lundborg 
& Co , who will speak on investments 
for the career woman. The talk will be 
followed by a tour through the slock 
broker quarters in the Stanford Barn. 
Reservations Virginia Thompson, Dal- 
mo Victor, LY 1-1414, Ext. 242.

June 1 — 350-word summary with 
subject, title, and biographical note, all 
in triplicate, for 2nd Canadian IRE Sym 
posium on Communications (Montreal. 
Nov. 16-17). Send to- Allan B. Oxley, 
chairman technical program, Box 802, 
Montreal, Quebec.

Additional details are available in catalog form. We 
will be happy to arrange demonstrations of standard 
Iconix units.

The Model 5656 is basically a flexible source of 
manually programmed time intervals incorporating 
OR circuits and binaries which are connected as 
required by patch-cords. Hence ON-OFF control 
waveforms may be generated. A FUNCTION switch 
permits selection of Totalize (and Preset Totalize), 
TIM, and TIG modes, thereby exploiting the full 
capability of digital storage. In addition, sorting of 
totals or time intervals into 7 groups can be 
achieved. Applications include sequence timing of 
events and transducers, period measurement, and 
frequency division. Generated waveforms include 
square waves, double and triple pulse trains (with 
duty cycles ranging from 0.00001 to 0.99999).

May 1 — 150-word abstracts, five 
copies, and two copies of either com
pleted papers or 750-word summaries 
for National Electronics Conference 
(Chicago, Oct. 8-10) Send to: Dr. Thom
as W. Butler, Jr., E.E. Department, Uni
versity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

April 24-26—Symposium on Mathe
matical Theory of Automata. Engineer
ing Society Building auditorium, UN 
Plaza, New York, N. Y. No exhibits. 
Program symposium committee, Poly
technic Institute of Brooklyn, 55 John
son St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y. Proceedings: 
Microwave Research Inst., 55 Johnson 
St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y.
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Ingersoll Prod-icts Division
Borg V/ar.ier Corporation

Chicago, Illinois

Thompson Ramo Wooldrid 
Michigan City.

■v. Co.
ornia

From the work he is equipped to do, and the 
knowledge he brings to bear on your instrumenta
tion problems, you’d swear your Neely Field 
Engineer had several extra pairs of everything. 
That’s because he undergoes continuous factory
training on new products and their application. 
He is “well-armed” with the specifics that let him 
get right to the heart of your electronic require
ments. No matter where you are in California, 
Arizona, Nevada and New Mexico, there’s extra 
service awaiting you, too. Six of Neely’s eight 
offices are fully-equipped for in and out-of
warranty repairs and calibration. Don’t wish you 
had an extra pair of hands... Neely has them 
for you.

Electronics Division
Waltham, Massachusetts
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You can’t see it, but it’s there! Gudelace is 
built to grip—Gudebrod fills flat braided 
nylon with just the right amount of wax to 
produce a non-skid surface. Gudelace con
struction means no slips—so no tight pulls to 
cause strangulation and cold flow.

But Gudelace is soft and flat—stress is dis
tributed evenly over the full width of the tape. 
No worry about cut thru or harshness to 
injure insulation ... or fingers.

Specify Gudelace for real economy—faster 
lacing with fewer rejects.
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sol id state (sol'id stat), adj. 1. Not hollow, 
i.e., engineers who have just finished a dinner and 
professional group meeting at Veneto’s [where 
bountiful banquets at basic prices have been a 
tradition over half a century].
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Charles R. Worsham

M. S. Allen
R. A. Auriemma
J. E. Baker
R. L. Bishop
C. L. Blei
D. W. Blom
F. L. Boyd
W. J. Brandenburg
H. H. Buehler
L. C. Bunyan
R. W. Campbell
I. Chang
R. G. Clow
J. H. Congistre
F. K. Crosher
G. J. Eilers
K. Fujimoto
R. J. Fujimoto
G. H. Grinnell 
J. G. Giacobino
R. D Hanna 
W. K. Hartell 
J. M. Hatfield
S. F. Ho
T. Hori
A. Y. Haddon
L. M. Jeffers, Jr.
T. J. Jordanides
H. H. Kitamura
S. Kodama
S. Kyan
D. E. La Grange
T. Lee
G. E. Liljegren
J. C. Lim
W. E. Lucier
R. A. Lyon
N. C. MacLeod
N. K. Malik 
J. A. Mann
M. A. Manturoff
J. R. Marauez
W. I. McLaughlin
K. J. Mellor

R. C. Landgraf 
D. P. Leach 
W. Loo 
T. P. Luck 
J. A. Lynch, Jr.
D. R. Moorcroft 
W. C. Murr
R. M. Olivier 
W. A. Pollard 
R. L. Ropp 
J. A. Reinke 
W. J. Schoenberger 
H. N. Shaver
E. L. Sprague, Jr. 
D. T. Valentine 
H. D. Vosileff
R G. Wilkins 
J L. Williams 
B. Wolfe

Following are the names of members 
who have recently been transferred to 
a higher grade of membership as

J. T. Miller
L. H. Miner
P. P. Monroe, Jr.
R. W. Moser
D. T. McCracken 
J. E. Nidecker
S. A. Nielsen
R. W. O'Connor
R. F. Olden 
J. M. Owens 
R W. Pentz
G. G. Pollock 
D. S. Pratt
S. P. Presley 
J. Prot
M. A. Punsvik 
R. G. Richmond 
D. B. Roy
R. P. Rumelt 
G F. Sallee
S. G. Schaeffer 
D. F. Sheahan
R. K. Shimizu 
J. G. Smith 
F. D. Snow
A. L. Stapp 
J. J. Stark
D. Stolitza
W. P. Y. Tang 
M. Y. M. Tom
S. Troupin
E. J. Visser
O. W. Vogel, Jr.
T. J. Wagner
W. M. Weymouth
B. Weir
H. P. Weinberger 
S. L. Westfall
L. E. White
M. H. Wilson 
D. L. Wong
D. E. Wooldridge, Jr. 
J. R Yaeger 
A. K. C. Yu

D. E. Baker
C. W. Beck, II
J. D. Bianco
C. H. Bredatl
K. Buset
N. C. Butt
E. H. Diamond 
S. C. Durham 
H. A. Ernst

E. Gillies
T. Goldsmith
R. Gooch 
Gray
C. Gutierrez

D. R. Harrison
F. Herman 
J. A. Inda 
J. L. Jeung 
B. J. Jones

Following are the names of IRE mem
bers who have recently entered our 
area, thereby becoming members of the 
San Francisco
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7

--permits shifting of phase between
2 self-generated voltages to any desired 
angle, with accuracy better than ±.()5

Precise generation of voltage vectors. The Gertsch VPS-1 
generates 2 signals differing in phase by any angle from 0° to 
360°, as determined by front-panel controls. The reference signal 
has a fixed amplitude of 50V rms. The vector output, which may 
be displaced in phase, has a maximum amplitude of 50V rms, and 
can be attenuated in steps of 50 mv within a range of 0-50V rms.

Operation at any 3 frequencies within a range of 150-3000 
cps is provided by a front panel selector switch. Fine adjust con
trol permits varying the frequencies ±5% max.

Completely self-contained-unit requires no accessories for op
eration. Case or rack mounted. Send for literature VPS-1.
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Write for Complete Information

...useful for measurements ranging from 
interelectrode capacitance of semiconductors 

to impedance of transformers weighing several tons.

Branch Engineering Office in SAN FRANCISCO
1186 Los Altos Avenue, Los Altos, California 

James G. Hussey • Donald M. Vogelaar 
Tel.: WHitecliff 8-8233

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
WEST CONCORD, MASSACHUSETTS

■

Day-ln, Day-Out Dependability 
Completely Self Contained • Convenient Operation


